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Abstract
The Hispanic millennial professional passionately believes in advancing their career
to achieve the American dream. Through the combination of demographic and generational
characteristics embodied in the Hispanic millennial, the days of overlooking and neglecting
this population within the American workforce have passed. There is an urgency for
organizations to clear the biased rhetoric currently in motion to stay competitive and build a
robust, diverse human capital foundation. The purpose of this applied doctoral project was
the construction of a three-day leadership participatory program series for organizational
leaders who acknowledge the need for change when it comes to effective recruitment and
retention strategies for Hispanic millennial professionals. Findings from the literature
review identified the need for leaders at all levels to gain understanding and knowledge
about the Hispanic millennial’s cultural and psychological insights. Using the psychological
contract theory and an organizational/individual cultural concept model, leaders will gain a
comprehensive learning approach. With the continual growth and ultimately representing
the workforce’s majority status, the Hispanic millennial professional should not be
overlooked but championed.
Key words: Hispanics, Latino, millennials, Hispanic millennials, professionals,
demographics, leadership, psychological contract, cultural model, population,
participatory action research.
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CHAPTER I: PROJECT JUSTIFICATION
Hispanic 1 millennials, individuals between ages 23–38 years who self-identify as
Hispanic (Dimock, 2019), represent a significant sector of the current U.S. workforce, with
multiple skillsets, high workforce participation rates, and vast influence over the growing
Latino GDP (Coulombe & Gill, 2016; Fienup et al., 2020; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2020c; Zupan et al., 2018). However, Hispanic millennials are underrepresented in
leadership and management positions (Cruz & Blancero, 2017; Eisenach, 2016; Mundra et
al., 2003). This underrepresentation is a concern for business leaders, given rapid changes in
how business is being conducted today. Without effective recruitment and retention strategies
focused on this population, not only do today’s business leaders miss out on the contributions
that a cohort of intelligent, eager, linguistically advanced, and technologically savvy young
adults could make in their companies (Blancero et al., 2018). Leaders also run the risk of
encountering adversities that may impact organizational success, including the aging
workforce (Blancero et al., 2018). Employee expectations are shifting in favor of
organizations who deliver on their promises, endorse genuine diversity and inclusion efforts,
and value employee focused resources; therefore, it is imperative for organizations to be
watchful of these shifts (Chrobot, 2003; de Almeida Eichler et al., 2018; Guerrero, 2008).
Chapter I begins with an overview of the proposed problem, the project’s importance,
and contribution to the field. The conceptual framework is then discussed, followed by an
overview of the project approach. Definitions of terms and a summary conclude the chapter.

For the purpose of this project, the term Hispanic will represent all terms such as Latinos,
Latinx, etc.
1
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General Statement
The growing Hispanic population has been identified as the largest minority
population and has the highest civilian labor force participation rate (Coulombe & Gil, 2016;
Del Campo et al., 2010, U.S. Bureau of Labor and Statistics, 2020b; U.S. Census Bureau,
2017a). The substantial growth of Hispanics in the U.S. creates the need for awareness and
further knowledge about their characteristics and influence on society and the workforce
(Blancero & DelCampo, 2007). The underrepresentation of Hispanics in leadership and
management positions combined with unsuccessful recruitment and retention strategies
creates inconsistent career advancement for Hispanics (Cruz & Blancero, 2017; Eisenach,
2016; Mundra et al., 2003). Barriers such as education, language proficiency, work
experience, lack of training, and lack of mentorship or sponsorship are confirmed to be
impediments for Hispanics’ advancement in professional and leadership positions (Baeza,
2018; Coulombe & Gil, 2016; Cruz & Blancero, 2017; Mundra et al., 2003). However, the
Hispanic millennial professional population, who has also encountered similar barriers,
unveils potential, and promise to break through the obstacles and advance the Hispanic
population (Blancero et al., 2018). Therefore, this project provided a comprehensive look at
the distinctive skillset and work attributes of the Hispanic millennial professional to assure
they are not overlooked by leaders and organizations but championed through effective
recruitment and retention strategies.
Hispanic millennials have shifted the perception of the Hispanic worker and are
recognized as a driving force (Schulz, 2017). Millennials tend to be technology experts,
ambitious, and a frequent social media user (Orchowski, 2014). These unique traits,
combined with Hispanic values of collaboration, diversity, and advanced linguistics, create
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affluential trailblazers who embody a modern multinational background with cultural
richness (Blancero et al., 2018; Roman, 2015). Hispanic millennials represent 25% of the
Hispanic population, have pride in their cultural traditions and American values, and make
up a diverse population of different Hispanic races, ethnic origins, and cultures (Mizrahi,
2019; U.S. Census Bureau, 2019b). The modern day Hispanic millennial worker drives the
need for human resource teams and organizations to assess and/or reassess personnel
strategies. (Blancero et al., 2018). Leaders who see the value in this unique, strong work ethic
population of workers and aims to understand how they fit within their organization will seek
and require a comprehensive foundation of learning and knowledge to shift conventional
leadership philosophies and organizational strategies. These factors suggest that the time is
right to increase institutional awareness of the impact this population has on this aging
workforce and improve recruitment and retention strategies accordingly. (Blancero et al.,
2018).
Justification Statement
Today’s corporate world challenges leaders to move past standardized leadership
traits to a personalized focus that values differences and strives for an employee’s
expressions to help shape organizational solutions and strategies (Llopis & Eber, 2019).
However, this is not the case when it comes to leaders who lead Hispanic millennial
professionals. The lack of leadership knowledge and understanding of the employee
psychological contract and cultural attributes of the Hispanic millennial has impeded the
existence of effective recruitment and retention strategies. This has created multiple barriers
and challenges for Hispanic millennial professionals to advance in the workforce. However,
despite these challenges, Hispanic millennials embrace their Hispanic heritage and American
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values and continue to create their prominent, yet not always acknowledged, place within the
economic and social roots of America (Schulz, 2017).
The following project addresses the lack of awareness and acknowledgment of the
power and influence Hispanics, and most importantly, the Hispanic millennial population has
on the U.S. workforce. Representing 62 million individuals and making up 18.73% of the
total U.S. population as of 2020, Hispanics are a growing and prominent population (Lopez
et al., 2019; Noe-Bustamante, 2019; U.S. Census Bureau, 2017b; U.S. Census Bureau,
2019b). However, it is the Hispanic millennial population known to navigate fluently and
effortlessly between cultural and generational traits that can advance the U.S. workforce to
become richer and more powerful (Blancero et al., 2018). Optimizing recruitment and
retention strategies for Hispanic millennials will prepare organizations with skilled young
workers ready to take the place of an aging workforce (Blancero et al., 2018). A significant
concern identified in the project was the underrepresentation of Hispanics and Hispanic
millennials in management and executive occupations, therefore, creating a prominent barrier
for the advancement of all Hispanics in the workplace (Cruz & Blancero, 2017; U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, 2020c). In addition, through the literature review, this project attempts to
confirm that with knowledge and understanding of the Hispanic millennial’s cultural and
employee psychological contract, effective recruitment and retention strategies can be
created and implemented.
The following ADP was important in that the display of knowledge and information
around the significant growth and influence of Hispanics and Hispanic millennials shaping
America’s national racial-ethnic and generational profile would provide ample evidence to
persuade corporate leaders to observe and stay vigilant on how these populations shift
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foundational economic and organizational principles (Coulombe & Gil, 2016; Roman, 2015).
The project also contributed to the modest size of Hispanic millennial research and was
imperative for two reasons: (1) the project promoted a foundation of knowledge and
information about the cultural and generational features of Hispanic millennial professionals
to inform successful recruitment and retention approaches that result in lower turnover cost,
an engaged workforce, and genuine diversity perceptions amongst minority employees; and
(2) demonstrated successful organizational outcomes when understanding the importance of
advocating for diversity and differences as front and center values in the formation of
organizational strategies (Baeza, 2018; Blancero & DelCampo, 2007; Coulombe & Gil,
2016). Lastly, the project’s importance was to ultimately create urgency for executive leaders
and human resources partners to either reexamine/further advance their organizational culture
and Hispanic millennial personnel strategies or make the choice to disregard the evident
population changes occurring and risk irreparable outcomes (Blancero et al., 2018).
The days of overlooking and neglecting the cultural and generational population
transformations within corporate and working America have passed, and it is now time to
commit and embrace this diversity transformation (Llopis, 2014). The information and
awareness presented in this project can inform future organizational strategies and provide
leaders with a program series learning pathway to better know the Hispanic worker and, most
importantly, the Hispanic millennial professional. Possessing the understanding and
acknowledgment of the multifaceted personnel ideology of Hispanic millennial professionals
in the workforce is just as critical as any other organizational driving factor aimed to advance
organizational goals and profits (Linares, 2018). Corporate leaders have the window of
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opportunity to take the lead for themselves and their organizations or sit back and watch the
movement elapse (Blancero et al., 2018).
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was the construction of a three-day leadership
participatory program series for organizational leaders who acknowledge the need for change
when it comes to effective recruitment and retention strategies for Hispanic millennial
professionals. Findings from the literature review conducted for this project identified the
need for leaders at all levels to gain understanding and knowledge about the Hispanic
millennial employee and advocate for innovated and culturally conscious recruitment and
retention strategies. The leadership participatory program series outcomes encourage the
assessment/reassessment or improvement of recruitment and retention strategies for
professional Hispanic millennials within organizations. In addition, the program series
informs leaders of the importance of fostering an effective inclusive workplace environment
where Hispanic millennial professionals can thrive and, together with leaders achieving
positive organizational outcomes.
The participatory leadership program series employed a conceptual framework made
up of a prominent psychological theory known as the psychological contract theory and an
exclusive concept known as the organization/individual cultural model. The psychological
contract theory represents an unwritten agreement between the employee and employer,
which influences successful employee engagement, recruitment, and retention initiatives
(Hanif & Khan, 2016; Millward & Hopkins, 1998; Motyka, 2018; Van Elst & Meurs, 2015).
The responsibility of leaders to seek and foster positive employee/employer relationships can
be what improves or impairs the advancement of organizational human capital strategies and
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competitive advancements (Del Campo et al., 2010; Van Elst & Meurs, 2015). The
organization/individual cultural concept holistically highlights the factors and perspectives an
organization and Hispanic millennial employee require to both be successful in the
workplace (Blancero et al., 2018). Represented in the model by dual pathways identified as
the organization and Hispanic millennial worker, satisfactory management and collaboration
by both parties is encouraged in order to create an engaged Hispanic millennial workforce
(Blancero et al., 2018).
Lastly, the conceptual framework of the program series followed the facilitation
process and methods seen in participatory action research (PAR). PAR facilitation methods
are dedicated to effectively create knowledge and skills that value the diversity of thought
and understanding through shared experiences for the purpose of uncovering mutual
solutions and outcomes that lead to sustainable change (MacDonald, 2012). This facilitation
method will inform leaders on how to manage the unique workplace approaches the Hispanic
millennial professional possess due to their bi-cultural and generational qualities. The final
focus on the program series uncovers effective approaches such as inclusive personnel
initiatives, focused employee benefit programs, strategic planning around the demographic
changes, or advanced leadership training as effective methods in supporting recruitment and
retention strategies for Hispanic millennial professionals (Blancero & DelCampo, 2007;
Roman, 2015).
The number of Hispanic millennials will grow and ultimately represent the majority
of the Hispanic workforce (Blancero et al., 2018). As such, the Hispanic millennial
professional should not be overlooked but championed. The participatory leadership program
series has a balanced combination of reliable research information with engaging training
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techniques for leaders to gain a clear understanding of who the Hispanic millennial
professional represents and learn a diverse skill set to enable positive management of an
employee psychological contract. Lastly, the project contributed to the minimal amount of
research on Hispanics and created more awareness, specifically about the Hispanic millennial
professional and their influence on leaders, organizations, and the U.S. workforce. This
exclusive and multifaceted population of workers shares self-confidence like no other
(Schulz, 2017). With a balance of fearless millennial traits and relational and collectivistic
Hispanic values, Hispanic millennials establish a distinctive advantage for organizations that
choose to embrace it (Blancero et al., 2018; Schulz, 2017).
Research Questions
The following research questions were developed to guide this project and were
critical to its success:
•

RQ 1: How can gaining understanding and knowledge about the Hispanic millennial
professional psychological contract and cultural attributes effectively inform
organizational strategies focused on improving recruitment and retention efforts?

•

RQ2: Based on the psychological contract phases and the organization/individual
cultural model of professional Hispanic millennials, what effective approaches can
organizations and leaders use to sustain/improve recruitment and retention efforts?

•

RQ3: Based on the psychological contract phases and the organization/individual
cultural model for professional Hispanic millennials, what challenges and barriers can
organizations and leaders expect when implementing or improving recruitment and
retention efforts?
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The leadership participatory program series provides leaders with knowledge and
information about the professional Hispanic millennial persona through the teachings of the
psychological contract’s elements and phases and the organization/individual cultural model.
A detailed overview of scholarly research, practitioner best practices, and data will ground
the program series objectives. With the implementation of these factors converted into a
three-day leadership participatory program series, leaders will gain awareness about effective
human capital strategies focused on the recruitment and retention of Hispanic millennial
professionals and culturally conscious specific leadership skills. Leaders who possess
forward-thinking practices and well-positioned personnel procedures may avoid the
possibility of a significant negative shift in organizational and human resources strategies
(Erickson, 2014). Proactively understanding the characteristics of Hispanic millennial
professionals and the consistent changes in the population can give organizations a
competitive advantage versus spending a large amount of time and money with failed
reimplementation attempts (Blancero et al., 2018). This transformation and workforce shift in
demographics will have a constructive impact on organizational leaders who know how to
manage and maintain a positive influential psychological contract of a multicultural and
multigenerational workforce (Lub et al., 2016). The leadership program will reinforce the
importance of investing strategic attention to create a balanced and suitable recruitment and
retention platform for Hispanic millennial employees.
Importance of the Project
The key focus of this applied doctoral project (ADP) was the creation of a three-day
leadership participatory program series for non-Hispanic leadership to acknowledge and
create urgency and advocate for effective recruitment and retention strategies for Hispanic
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millennial professionals. Prioritizing human capital strategies that focus on a holistic
perspective to advance Hispanic cultural awareness and employee individuality is highly
encouraged to counter the shortage of skilled young workers replacing an aging workforce
(Blancero et al., 2018). Leaders who effectively pivot recruitment and retention strategies for
Hispanic millennial professionals may avert substantial turnover expenses, be recognized as a
prominent organization that values employee diversity, and gain the confidence of Hispanic
consumers, resulting in increased profits (Blancero et al., 2018; Fienup et al., 2020; Zupan et
al., 2018). Organizational leaders who acknowledge and recognize the impact Hispanic
millennials make and will continue to make on the workforce will establish competitive
advantages that create sustainable growth, unleash the full potential of Hispanic and other
minority employees, and foster both individuality and difference (Llopis, 2015).
This project was significant for the following reasons: (a) to enhance the modest
amount of research and practitioner information around the Hispanic millennial professional
identity and influence on the workforce (Blancero et al., 2018); (b) to advance awareness
about the growing Hispanic millennial population and its overall impact on the workforce;
(c) to provide leaders with a verifiable method in which necessary information and learning
may improve organizational recruitment and retention efforts of Hispanic millennial
professionals within organizations; and (d) to make available a learning process in which
leaders can gain knowledge and understanding of how to manage a positive
employee/employer relationship (Millward & Hopkins, 1998; Eldor & Vigoda-Gadot, 2017;
Rousseau, 1989). With the successful completion of this ADP, the following reasons for its
importance and impact will provide a foundation of research and practice to advance the
Hispanic millennial professional.
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Advancing research on the topic of Hispanic millennial professionals is necessary to
gain a better understanding of their impact on society and the workforce. Through the
intersection of already established research topics associated with Hispanics and the
workforce and now adding the generational element, this may become valuable and telling
research for future use. Through the review of the literature and the construction of the
leadership participatory program series, this project will equip leaders and organizations with
reliable research and positive methods to advance the employee/employer relationship and
engage in successful recruitment and retention efforts for Hispanic millennial employees.
The research that emerged from this project furthered the dedication and commitment to
advance the knowledge and understanding of Hispanic millennial professionals.
Advancing awareness and knowledge about the Hispanic millennial population and
its impact on the workforce is an important topic for organizations who seek to better relate
to the growing population for enhanced recruitment and retention approaches (Blancero et
al., 2018). This project will equip leaders with a comprehensive array of information through
a review of literature and translation of scholarly research into practice. Also, the
construction of the leadership participatory program series represented an intersection of
information between the fields of Human Resources, Industrial-Organizational Psychology,
and Organizational Development, achieving a multi-field project.
DelCampo and Blancero (2008) focused on the psychological contract of professional
Hispanic millennials as it pertains to fairness; however, never with a focus on how a positive
psychological contract contributes to effective retention and recruitment outcomes. This and
other related research, which is sparse in number, lack a practical method or model for
today’s leaders to learn from a proven leadership approach that results in positive
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employee/employer relationships management. Merging the psychological contract theory
and the organization/individual cultural concept to create the main framework for the
leadership program series offers two verifiable methods that construct valuable information
and learning. The leadership program series trains leaders on the psychological contract
phases employees encounter and equips organizations with the cultural tools required of them
and Hispanic millennials to create productive and fulfilled employees. In addition, the
leadership program series focuses on a level of advanced learning about the psychological
needs, emotions, expectations, and behaviors of employees, which is essential to the
foundational understanding of human behavior (Meckler et al., 2003). By understanding the
psychological contract phases and the organization/individual cultural pathway’s interplay
with human behavior, leaders will have a greater opportunity to lead productively rather than
destructively (Meckler et al., 2003).
Lastly, by participating in the leadership program series, leaders can gain knowledge
and understanding of how to manage a positive employee/employer relationship and
effectively recruit and retain Hispanic millennial professionals. In the satisfactory completion
of the program series, it is believed that leaders will encourage more Hispanic millennial
representation in leadership positions, advance efforts to support Hispanic communities, and
engage in effective inclusive personnel strategies to impact overall organizational outcomes.
Lastly, leaders will engage in continual self-reflection and improvement for the continual
advancement of their leadership skill sets.
The project’s significance is to create an urgency for organizational leaders to either
embrace the demographic and generational changes that are happening or continue with
current traditional business practices and beliefs. Professional Hispanic millennials represent
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an educated, bicultural, diverse, progressive person that will impact the workplace (Fry &
Bialik, 2019). Creating awareness and clearing the biased rhetoric currently in motion will
only help organizations stay competitive and build a robust, diverse human capital
foundation (Blancero et al., 2018). With the contribution of research and practitioner
information about the Hispanic millennial professional presented in this project and the
construction of a comprehensive participatory program series for leaders, effective
recruitment and retention strategies for Hispanic millennial employees should be more
achievable.
Conceptual Framework
This project’s conceptual framework was based on the psychological contract theory
and the organizational/individual cultural concept. The research on the psychological
contract has shown that a positive psychological contract impacts elements of employee
engagement, production, and employee/employer relationship management (Eldor & VigodaGadot, 2017; Millward & Hopkins, 1998; Rousseau, 1989). However, it is the
conceptualization and operationalized model of the theory that was utilized in the foundation
of the leadership program series (Rousseau et al., 2018). The second concept, known as the
organization/individual cultural model, comes from Blancero et al. (2018), which describes
the elements that create a positive and engaged Hispanic millennial professional (Blancero et
al., 2018). Used as the second model in the leadership program series, the model highlights
two pathways, one focused on the organization and the other focused on the Hispanic
millennial employee. Each pathway places accountability and reveals actionable features for
both parties, which, if done effectively, can result in an engaged Hispanic millennial
employee (Blancero et al., 2018). Together the psychological contract theory and the
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organization/individual cultural concept grounded the training framework and main models
in the leadership program series for a linked translation into leadership skillsets and action.
Lastly, the deliverance and training facilitation of the participatory leadership
program series was structured to follow the main features and training methods used in PAR.
PAR focuses on three areas-participatory (organizational life), action (experience), and
research (thought), which all center around reflective inquiry by all participants involved
(Baum et al., 2006; Chevalier & Buckles, 2013). All three elements placed together create an
inclusive method in which organizational and world views, personal experiences, knowledge,
science, and thought result in the actionable change (Baum et al., 2006). The positive
outcomes of PAR result from practical application with collaborative creative blends of
exercises, interactive group dynamics, rigorous thinking, and a personal and interpersonal
approach that all together focus on the improvement of organizational processes and
performance (Chevalier & Buckles, 2013). The other many functions of PAR will not be
used in this project. Therefore, the psychological contract theory and organization/individual
cultural concept were used as the training framework and models with the facilitation
methods of PAR, requiring a reflective cycle of thinking, formulated the complete conceptual
framework of the project.
Project Approach
The ADP presented the components and outline of a participatory leadership program
series for upper and executive management who aim to improve the recruitment and
retention strategies of professional Hispanic millennials within their organizations. The threeday participatory leadership program series offers leaders (a) knowledge and research about
multiple Hispanic cultural characteristics with a clear focus on Hispanic millennial
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professionals, (b) an invitation to be open to the personal hard work required to gain new
perspectives, and (c) tools to self-assess readiness and commitment to uncover new outlooks
and eliminate longstanding biases, ideologies, and beliefs. Using two research-focused
models from the psychological contract theory and the cultural/individual concept, leaders
will partake in a holistic framework of training focused on the Hispanic millennial individual
and their cultural identity. Through the education and understanding of the employee
psychological contract phases and the functionality of the organizational/individual cultural
model dual pathways, leaders gain the skill sets to confidently manage the employee
psychological contract while upholding a cultural awareness and consciousness to foster
inclusivity and diversity of thought. Lastly, best practices and barriers are examined to
provide leaders with effective methods of improving recruitment and retention strategies of
Hispanic millennial professionals within their organizations.
By adhering to the PAR exercise and research functions, leaders will engage in highlevel self-reflection and in sharing and learning that will encourage improvement and
positive change (Chevalier & Buckles, 2013). The participatory leadership program series’
main components are shown in Appendix A. The participatory leadership program series
targets the concern organizations are having in recruiting and retaining Hispanic millennials
in the workplace and will help grow leaders’ capacity to sustain long-term employee
productivity. Organizations with a resistance to change or who choose to undervalue the
demographic and generational personnel changes within the workplace will be left at a
crossroads (Llopis, 2014). Weak organizational support, unwillingness to own the shift in the
workforce, and not contributing to a positive employee-employer relationship are no longer
acceptable (Blancero et al., 2018). With a comprehensive cultural and employee
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sustainability dual focal point, this ADP delivers leaders with a succinct dynamic researchdriven leadership program series option and a contribution to research on Hispanic millennial
professionals.
Project Intent
The program developed as this ADP is intended to target top organizational leaders
such as CEOs, COOs, and others at executive management levels who commit and aspire to
improve the recruitment and retention of Hispanic millennial professionals in their
organizations. An example of current leaders who have this form of commitment can be seen
through a nationwide petition led by the organization: We Are All Human. The initiative
known as the Hispanic Promise is a first of a kind national pledge and commitment to
supporting Hispanics in the workplace. As a non-legally binding agreement, the
organizations that have committed and signed this promise are aware of the impact Hispanics
have and will continue to have within the workplace (We Are All Human, n.d.). These
leaders and their organizations are willing and ready to continue improving their diversity
and inclusion efforts within their organizations to better support the Hispanic and Hispanic
millennial professionals. It is leaders with this straightforward intention and commitment to
make a difference for the Hispanic population that would be the best participant for the
participatory leadership program series.
Leaders who participate in the participatory leadership program series will gain
knowledge and skills that will help them support both the Hispanic millennial employee and
their personal growth as a leader. The three-day leadership program series is designed to
provide leaders with an all-inclusive dynamic training focused on cultural and employee
sustainability concerns and benefits. Through the education of both research-focused models
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and the creation of a mutual understanding of the Hispanic millennial’s goals and work
motives, leaders will better understand the values, beliefs, traits, and work expectations of
this population and how these factors overlap with an employee psychological contract. After
the learning series, participants will receive a certificate of completion, which demonstrates
the skills and knowledge gained in support of increasing and improving retention and
recruitment of Hispanic millennial professionals. In researching and developing the learning
series, this overall project intends to create a bridge between the following research topics;
Hispanics, Hispanic millennials, millennials, the psychological contract theory, and the
organization/individual cultural concept to develop an understanding and knowledge to
advance Hispanics millennials and, optimistically, other minority workers. In addition, the
project advocates for work environments that value individual qualities over organizational
metrics and encourages the diversity of thought with courage and possibility (Llopis & Eber,
2019). The reality may now be that when leaders free their minds of the restrictive status-quo
thinking, they become a believer in the power of change and see the true potential of
humanity.
With the intermingling of work and cultural traits, values, characteristics, and
principles, the professional Hispanic millennial continues to be underrepresented amongst
executive and management positions (Blancero et al., 2007; Cruz & Blancero, 2017). The
importance of studying the professional Hispanic millennial psychological contract and
cultural attributes and sharing the information with leaders may grant the opportunity to
foster positive working relationships (Lub et al., 2016). Some of today’s leaders are more
accepting and appreciative of the Hispanic professional influence; however, there is still
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much work to be done in creating awareness that supports the advancement of Hispanic
millennial professionals (Blancero et al., 2018).
Definition of Terms
Biculturalism: The method in which Hispanics can adapt to any workplace
environment in English and with American characteristics and behaviors in addition work
culturally and socially appropriately with individuals in Spanish (Blancero et al., 2018).
Civilian noninstitutional population: The population age 16 years and older is the
base population group, or universe, used for Current Population Survey (CPS) statistics
published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The civilian noninstitutional
population excludes the following: active-duty members of the U.S. Armed Forces; people
confined to or living in institutions or facilities such as prisons, jails, and other correctional
institutions and detention centers; residential care facilities such as skilled nursing homes.
Included in the civilian noninstitutional population are citizens of foreign countries who
reside in the United States but do not live on the premises of an embassy (U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 2020a).
Civilian labor force, or labor force: The labor force includes all people age 16 and
older who are classified as either employed or unemployed. Conceptually, the labor force
level is the number of people who are either working or actively looking for work (U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020a).
Employment-population ratio: Represents the percentage of the population that is
currently working. The employment-population ratio is calculated as (employed ÷ civilian
noninstitutional population) x 100 (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020a).
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Ethnicity: The U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) requires federal
agencies to use a minimum of two ethnicities in collecting and reporting data: Hispanic or
Latino and Not Hispanic or Latino. Race and Hispanic origin are to be two separate and
distinct concepts. Hispanics and Latinos can be of any race (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.-d).
Generation: Members of the same generation share the same birth years, upbringing
effects due to the period, and distinct experiences during important development periods.
Influences such as parenting, technology, media, and world events create common values
systems (Macky et al., 2008).
Generational identification: The Pew Research Center’s generational guidelines are
(ages as of 2019) Generation Z, ages 7–22 years; millennials, ages 23–38 years; Generation
X, ages 39–54 years; baby boomers, ages 55–73 years, silent generation, ages 74–91 years
(Dimock, 2019).
Hispanic millennial: A bilingual, bicultural population segment made up of millennial
traits and Hispanic culture values, predominantly born in the United States (Blancero et al.,
2018).
Hispanic/Latino: “Hispanic or Latino ethnicity. This term refers to people who
identify as being of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin. These individuals are further
classified by detailed Hispanic ethnicity. Previous versions of this report presented data for
the following detailed Hispanic ethnicity categories: Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central
and South American, and Other Hispanic or Latino. The latter two categories were expanded
in 2014 into additional categories: Central American, which includes the two subcategories
of Salvadoran and Other Central American (excluding Salvadorans); South American; and
Other Hispanic or Latino, which includes the two subcategories of Dominican and Other
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Hispanic or Latino (excluding Dominicans). People whose ethnicity is identified as Hispanic
or Latino may be of any race” (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2019, p. 79-80).
Labor force participation rate/participation rate: The participation rate is the
percentage of the population that is either working or actively looking for work. The labor
force participation rate is calculated as labor force ÷ civilian noninstitutional population) x
100 (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020a).
Millennial: A millennial is any person that is born between the years of 1981-1996
(ages 24 to 39, in 2020). Individuals born after 1997 are considered to be part of the next
generation (Dimock, 2019).
Participatory action research (PAR): A form of research which focuses on three
areas; participatory (organizational life), action (experience), and research (thought) and all
center around reflective inquiry by all participants involved (Baum et al., 2006; Chevalier &
Buckles, 2013).
Professional: Positions related to management, professional, and related (U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, 2019).
Psychological contract: An individual’s beliefs, perceptions, and mutual expectations
regarding the terms and conditions of a reciprocal and mutual exchange agreement between
an individual and another party (Rousseau, 1998).
Race: Responses to the race question are based upon self-identification. People can
identify with more than one race. Racial data collected by the Census Bureau is in
accordance with guidelines provided by the OMB. Racial categories include racial and
national origin or sociocultural groups. Per the OMB, there are five minimum categories:
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White, Black or African American, American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, and Native
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.-b).
Assumption, Limitations, and Delimitations
There were three main assumptions in this project. The first was that all corporate
leaders lack knowledge and interest in the topic of the growing population of professional
Hispanic millennials to advance their organizational goals. Also, that leaders have not
considered the implicit bias that is present. The second was that there is no confusion of the
intermingling and shared common understanding of the definitions utilized in research for
Hispanic and Latino meaning the same thing. The final assumption was that leaders who
engage in the leadership participatory series would see a positive outcome in retention and
recruitment efforts. As organizational culture is a leading factor of organizational
advancement, the teachings in the leadership program series may or may not seamlessly
coalesce into an organization’s present culture, therefore directing different outcomes
(Motyka, 2018). Participation in the leadership participatory program series of this project is
not the ultimate method of changing behavior. Personal accountability and continual selfeffectiveness are elements to help drive positive change (Meckler et al., 2003).
Limitations in this project encourages additional research around other Hispanic
workers represented in various industries. The ADP only focuses on the professional
Hispanic worker. Also, further research should focus on the many differences between
Hispanics such as race, ethnicity, nativity status, etc. It is highly encouraged to perform a
case study to confirm the full validity and effectiveness of the leadership participatory
program series stated in this ADP. Lastly, researchers have used generations as a label rather
than a lens of societal changes that have occurred, therefore it is important to keep in mind
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that they can be interpreted as subjective (Dimock, 2019). The proceeding limitations may
govern different conclusions for the project.
Summary
The U.S. demographic and generational population is changing and evolving,
encouraging corporate leaders to reassess recruitment and retention strategies for Hispanic
workers (Blancero et al., 2018). The combination of demographic and generational
characteristics embodied in the Hispanic millennial professional is valuable to an
organization’s personnel culture and financial stability (Blancero et al., 2018; Blancero &
DelCampo, 2005). With the competence to effortlessly confront consistent changing
environments, new people, settings, and conditions, Hispanic millennials passionately
believe in advancing their career to achieve the American dream (Blancero et al., 2018;
Manuti et al., 2018; Roman, 2015). Opening a window of knowledge and awareness about
the Hispanic millennial professional for leaders who recognize the value in gaining a
comprehensive foundation of learning will create a competitive advantage for the
organization (Blancero et al., 2018). Focus on advancing the recruitment and retention efforts
will deliver organizations with informed leaders, engaged employees, and positive
organizational outcomes (Eldor & Vigoda-Gadot, 2017). The construction of the
participatory leadership program series provides a structured approach for leaders to advance
their knowledge and understanding of the Hispanic millennial professional, their leadership
skills, and the assessment of current and/or new recruitment and retention methods. Chapter
II will provide a detailed literature review of the many vital concepts and a detailed
description of the populations involved in this ADP.
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In today’s rapidly changing work environment, leaders are highly encouraged to
regularly reevaluate and rework organizational strategies to sustain a healthy high performing
organization (Conway & Coyle-Shapiro, 2006). One very clear and distinctive reason for
reassessment is the demographic evolution of the American population, reflecting the need to
rethink and optimize personnel, diversity, and inclusion strategies (Llopis, 2014). As the
American population shifts in its demographic representation, the most influential population
creating that shift is the growing Hispanic population (Coulombe & Gil, 2016; Del Campo et
al., 2010, 2020b; U.S. Census Bureau, 2017a). Representing a large consumer buying power
and a majority representation of youthful and permeant workers, Hispanics are reshaping how
organizations manage employee recruitment and retention strategies (Eisenach, 2016;
Erickson, 2014; Fienup et al., 2020).
Fostering personnel strategies is a critical component of organizational effectiveness
due to its direct relationship to achieving successful organizational goals and stability
(Conway & Coyle Shapiro, 2006). Blanchard (2018) encouraged leaders to move beyond
short-term thinking to discover their prodigious leadership potential by constructing
intentional focus on three critical components that create high performing organizations:
customer satisfaction, investors, and most importantly, personnel management. This shift in
thinking for leaders described by Ken Blanchard is meant to create a mindset of flexibility,
adaptability, and preparedness to effectively manage the present and future challenges of
effective personnel management. Therefore, focusing on vital organizational pillars of
success is imperative to breaking through the orthodox standardized workplace customs
currently playing out in today’s organizations (Llopis & Eber, 2019).
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The combination of Hispanics and millennials creates a dynamic and dedicated group
of workers known as the Hispanic millennial who represents a diverse perspective
reinventing the workforce (Blancero et al., 2018). Organizational leaders are encouraged to
learn and become well-informed about the values, characteristics, culture, traits, and full
potential of the Hispanic millennial in order to positively impact the individual’s
psychological contract and engagement (Blancero et al., 2018; Rousseau, 1989). The
Hispanic millennial worker is influencing labor strategies and economic outcomes due to
their many distinctive traits and values, and there is no better time for organizations to
become proactive in uncovering the population’s full potential (Orchowski, 2014; Roman,
2015). This literature review chapter will cover the many vital concepts of the project by first
highlighting the Hispanic population, the millennial population, and finally, the Hispanic
millennial professional population. It will end with a detailed description of the
conceptualization of the psychological contract model and the organizational/individual
cultural model.
The U.S. Hispanic Population
The largest minority population in the United States, known as the Hispanic/Latino
population, is created of diverse ethnicities and plays a robust role in American economics
and the workforce (Del Campo et al., 2010, U.S. Bureau of Labor and Statistics, 2020c; U.S.
Census Bureau, 2017a). Hispanic values and beliefs play a significant role in their behaviors
and identity; therefore, understanding this population’s distinctive cultural features is
necessary to facilitate further knowledge to continue supporting Hispanics in the workforce
(Stone et al., 2006). This section begins with a discussion of the term “Hispanic” as it is
represented in the U.S. Census Bureau. Next societal perceptions and identification terms
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will be provided with a look back at Hispanic history in America. Lastly, a description of
Hispanics’ presence in the U.S. workforce, cultural intricacies, and stereotypes.
Understanding the U.S. Census Bureau Term Hispanic
Known in the United States as Hispanics or Latinos, the people of 20 nationalities
from Latin America and Spain never identified themselves with either of the terms until their
assimilation into U.S. society (Golash-Boza, 2006; Rumbaut, 2006). This demographic label
resulted from data gathered in the 1970s census indicating the presence of a large population
who considers themselves as being of Hispanic, Spanish, or Latino origin and who were
being denied opportunities offered to other American citizens (Rumbaut, 2006). By 1977, and
required by Congress, the Office of Management and Budget’s Statistical Policy Division
issued the Directive 15: Race and Ethnic Standards for Federal Statistics and Administrative
Reporting. This directive standardized the collection and reporting of racial and ethnic
statistics to include data on Hispanic origin persons (Lopez et al., 2019; Rumbaut, 2006, p.
34). This gave full initial acknowledgment to this population.
To provide individuals with the most effective identification method, the United
States has dedicated ample time and effort to demonstrate fairness and effective reporting for
all U.S. citizens. With the continual demographics and research reporting changes, the label
placed on this population continued to evolve into a full revision in 1997. Since then, with the
lead from the Office of Management and Budget standards (OMB), the U.S. Census Bureau
has five categories for data on “race” and reworded the two “ethnicity” categories into
“Hispanic or Latino” or “Not Hispanic or Latino” (Lopez et al., 2019; Rumbaut, 2006; U.S.
Census Bureau, n.d.-b; U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.-d). These standards provide uniformity and
comparability of the collection of ethnic and racial data across all local and federal agencies
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and other critical structural identities. Directive 15’s definitions and standards continue to
influence the many facets of the nation’s self-image.
The identification method of one’s race and ethnicity are placed solely on the
individual. The U.S. Census Bureau relies on self-reporting and self-identification, which
gives all individuals and only the individual the right to report whether or not they believe
they are of one race or ethnicity (Lopez et al., 2019). When self-reporting as Hispanic or
Latino, the following are the Hispanic ethnicity categories to choose from: Mexican, Puerto
Rican, Cuban, Central and South American, and Other Hispanic or Latino. The latter two
categories were expanded in 2014 into additional categories: Central American, which
includes the two subcategories of Salvadoran and Other Central American (excluding
Salvadorans); South American; and Other Hispanic or Latino, which includes the two
subcategories of Dominican and Other Hispanic or Latino (excluding Dominicans) (U.S.
Census Bureau, n.d.-c). Overall, there are 30 Hispanic or Latino subgroups in the Census
Bureau’s code list (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.-c). People whose ethnicity is identified as
Hispanic or Latino may choose to self-identify as any race (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.-c; U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019, p. 79-80).
Another essential factor of the Hispanic population is whether individuals are native
or foreign-born. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the foreign-born population is
composed of anyone who is not a U.S. citizen at birth and includes persons who have become
U.S. citizens through naturalization (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.-a). Everyone else is counted
among the native-born population, which comprises anyone who is a U.S. citizen at birth,
including people born in the United States, Puerto Rico, a U.S. Island Area (Guam, the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and the U.S. Virgin Islands), or abroad to a
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U.S. citizen parent or parents (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.-a). For the purpose of this project,
the term Hispanic will represent all terms such as Latinos, Latinx, etc.
Societal Identification and Perception Terms
The understanding of past and present descriptors and terms assigned to the Hispanic
population paints a rich picture of their very different immigrant past, countries of origin,
racial representational, and journey. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Hispanics are
identified as “a person of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South or Central American, or other
Spanish culture or origin regardless of race,” various versions of the Hispanic identification
and definition have been showcased throughout time (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.-c). An early
term used to identify Hispanics was IberoAmerican, which refers to “individual citizens of
American countries that were conquered and colonized by Spanish or Portugal, including
Mexico and the nations of Central America, South America, and the Caribbean” (Stone et al.,
2006, p. 9). Commonly used in Latin America, the term Hispano refers to any person whose
ancestry and culture stemmed from the people and culture of Spain (Stone et al., 2006). The
term Mestizo refers to anyone from mixed multiracial relationships between indigenous
people of America and white European Spaniards (Foley, 2014; Guerrero & Posthuma, 2014;
Rumbaut, 2006; Stone et al., 2006). The term Chicano/a refers to individuals of or related to
Mexican descent and American identity and culture (Cole, 2019; Golash-Boza, 2006).
Although at times the term Latino is interchangeable with Hispanics, the difference is that the
term Latino refers to individuals with decedents from Latin America and represents a
geographical trait versus the term Hispanic refers to the character of language (Cole, 2019).
The terms Afro-Caribbean and Afro-Latino/a relate to individuals who self-identify as
racially Black and from Latin American countries and ethnicities, separating them from
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people who self-identify as of North American black descent (Cole, 2019). A historical term
used to describe Hispanics was the term braceros, which was a term used during past
wartime efforts. It refers to Mexican manual laborers who worked in the copper, railroads,
and coal mines and still presently associated with Hispanics’ work ethics (Martinez, 1994;
Rumbaut, 2006). As a result of these labels and descriptors, many are linked to discrimination
and segregation experiences, which influence how Hispanics assimilated in the past and into
present-day American society and how they choose their personal ethnic and racial
identification (Golash-Boza, 2006). Regardless of which labels, names, and scripts are
applied, the Hispanic population is reshaping American history through its diversity,
backgrounds, and fast-growing population numbers.
History of the U.S. Hispanic Population
The U.S. Hispanic population reflects deep roots in old Spanish, Mexican, Latin
American, and African origins and influences; however, this population’s history in the
United States is often suppressed or overlooked in historical accounts of how America came
to be. (Jimenez, 1994; Rumbaut, 2006). Of any other nonnative ethnicity to settle in the
Americas, other than the indigenous inhabitants, Spanish and Mexican descendants are the
oldest of all settlers to claim, colonize, and imprint on American territory and history
(Jimenez, 1994). Acknowledging the discovery, settlement, and expansion of the English in
North American colonies as the foundational beginning of America appears to leave behind
any recognition of the Spanish roots that preceded them (Foley, 2014; Jimenez, 1994). The
apparent settlement of Spanish and Mexican roots is noticeable, especially in historical
documentation of the southern U.S. states stretching from the Pacific to the Atlantic. To deny
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Hispanics their rightful place in American History erases their actual existence documented
history.
People of the Americas link back five centuries with the colliding of different people,
cultures, and races all intertwined in the New World and the Old World. With the 1492
discovery of land by the Europeans and the later introduction of African slaves, the hybrid
culture of mestizos and mulattos also existed and shared in the total legacy of today’s
America (Jimenez, 1994). The Spanish arrival to the new Americas land dated to 1513 when
Spanish explorers arrived in areas that stretch from Florida to Connecticut, Georgia, and the
Carolinas (Jimenez, 1994; Rumbaut, 2006). Spanish impression and influence on Hispanic
communities and vibrant culture can be seen through the many Spanish named states, areas,
towns, and other U.S. landmarks (ex: Coronado, San Antonio, La Florida, etc.). Over the next
two centuries, Spanish culture spread through religious missionary work, primarily in the
American West, southwest, southeast, and southern Atlantic regions (Jimenez, 1994;
Rumbaut, 2006). In addition, colonial rivalries portrayed the Spanish as a cruel and deprived
race. These judgments stayed present as the 18th-century conflicts between the English and
Spanish circles resulted in two defining wars that forever changed American land division:
the U.S.-Mexican War and the Spanish-American War (Foley, 2014; Jimenez, 1994;
Rumbaut, 2006). This reality was solidified even more when the annexation of the Mexican
territories and the Westward migration took place (Foley, 2014; Jimenez, 1994).
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Figure 1
Map of Spanish Exploration

Note. This figure demonstrates the map of Spanish exploration of the 15th century. From
“The Hispanic history of the United States: An interpreted essay,” by A. Jimenez, in
A. Jimenez (Ed.), Handbook of Hispanic cultures in the United States: History (Vol
2., p.13-20), 1994, EBSCO Publishing. Copyright 1994 by Alfredo Jimenez
This large stretch of land highlighted in Figure 1, is known today as the American
east coast to the southwest. It illustrates the historical intermingling of Spanish, indigenous,
and Mexican cultures proving present-day Hispanics were not merged into U.S.
demographics; they preceded U.S. demographics. The long and telling history of the Hispanic
population is an essential memoire of American history; however, it is not always visible and
acknowledged in present day American history books.
With the U.S. territory expansion absorbing the many Hispanic communities and
people, Hispanics were treated as second-class citizens and foreigners in their own country,
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instigating many injustices (Jimenez, 1994; Rumbaut, 2006). The omission of Hispanic’s
existence and influence from foundational American history portrays the Hispanic population
in the United States as a subgroup, second-class, laborers, less intelligent, and with no
association or link to the past or present American landscape and culture (Golash-Boza,
2006). These beliefs contribute to the stereotypes and prejudice placed today on the Hispanic
population. The huge stigma and stereotypes impacting the ethnic identification of Hispanic
Americans will continue to influence relations between non-Hispanics and people identified
as Hispanic (Golash-Boza, 2006). Also, present and future influential prejudicial beliefs can
predict that Hispanics and people labeled Hispanics will experience some form of
discrimination aimed at the very characteristics that make Hispanics essential and unique
(Golash-Boza, 2006). As a result of the exclusion of Spanish roots carried in American
history and the disregard for the Hispanic population’s true place as early American pioneers,
Hispanics continue to struggle in creating an official and equal stance in modern-day
American society.
Today’s Hispanic Population
Through the Spanish imprint in American history to present-day significance and
prevalence in American demographics, the Hispanic population continues to be the catalyst in
transforming American diversity characteristics (Foley et al., 2002; Jimenez, 1994).
Hispanics in the U.S. represent a young and eager workforce with an increasing Latino GDP
and geographically identified across the U.S. (Eisenach, 2016; Erickson, 2014; Fienup et al.,
2020). Recognized as the fastest-growing minority group in the United States, the Hispanic
population represents 62,000,000 million individuals in 2020 and a 52% growth of the total
U.S. population growth (Noe-Bustamante, 2019; U.S. Census Bureau, 2017b). In 2020,
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Hispanics will represent 18.73% of the total U.S. population (Lopez et al., 2019; U.S. Census
Bureau, 2017b). By 2050, Hispanics will represent a quarter of the U.S. population at 25.7%
equaling 99,000,000 million individuals. (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017b). As of 2018, the total
economic contribution of Hispanics, the Latino GDP, in the U.S. was $2.6 trillion, up from
$3 million in previous years (Fienup et al., 2020). Shaping America’s national racial-ethnic
profile, Hispanics bring unique values, characteristics, and cultures that have caused leaders
and organizations to better understand these motivational and foundational facets (Del
Campo et al., 2010; Gallegos & Ferdman, 2007).
Accounting for the 30 “Hispanic” reportable U.S. Census Bureau ethnicities, the
Mexican ethnicity is the largest percentage of U.S. Hispanics representing 62%, followed by
Puerto Ricans (8.6%) and Hispanics from Central America (9.3%) (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.c; U.S. Census Bureau, 2019b). Although the largest ethnicity in the U.S. Hispanic
population, Mexican numbers have begun to decline for the past year (Noe-Bustamante,
2019; U.S. Census Bureau, 2017a). U.S. Hispanics also are identified as native-born or
foreign-born. Nearly 65.2% of Hispanics in the U.S. are native, and 34.8% foreign-born
(Noe- Bustamante, 2019; U.S. Census Bureau, 2019b). Panamanian (88%) and Mexicans
(84%) have the highest share of individuals that have lived in the U.S. for more than ten
years, making up four in five Hispanic immigrants (Noe-Bustamante, 2019). When it comes
to age, Hispanics are younger than other demographics. According to the U.S. Census Bureau
(2019b), the median age of an American is 38.2 years and 44 years for White non- Hispanics,
while Hispanics’ median age is between 27-29 years (Schaeffer, 2019).
Since Hispanics tend to be a younger population, attention should be given to
improving Hispanic educational attainment. According to the National Center for Educational
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Statistics (NCES) (2020), Hispanics have increased attainment rates for the high school level;
however, they have decreased in the attainment of bachelor’s degree and higher. Therefore,
while Hispanics are prospering in high school graduation rates attaining higher education
levels, such as bachelor and masters, should be a concern and made a priority to the Hispanic
population. The need to support Hispanic youth through successful education attainment is
imperative, considering that the most common age amongst Hispanics is eleven (Schaeffer,
2019). The characteristics of youthfulness and growing numbers demonstrate the longevity of
the Hispanic's presence in the U.S. population and workforce.
A final characteristic of Hispanics is the generational status, representing the time
frame of parental entry and/or settlement in the United States. The following are
identifications of generational status used in a study done by Curry et al. (2018): (1) a firstgeneration immigrant is identified as a person and his/her mother who was born in another
Hispanic country and the person moved to the U.S. after age 15 (2) 1.5 generation immigrant
is a person and his/her mother who was born in another Hispanic country and the person
moved to the U.S. before age 15, these individuals are foreign-born but have been raised and
acculturated to U.S. values (3) second-generation American is a person who is born in the
U.S. and his/her mother was born in another Hispanic country (4) third-generation American
is identified as a person and his/her mother both born in the U.S. These identifications may
vary according to the researcher (Lopez et al., 2017). However, these identifications provide
a reliable and valid characteristic measurement, which has been proven to uncover
acculturation and behavioral traits of Hispanics in the U.S.
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Hispanic Culture, Beliefs, and Values
Although Hispanics are identified as one population, the diversity within the Hispanic
population is significant. When it comes to cultural traditions and traits, many differ from
Hispanic ethnicity to ethnicity. Uniquely united by the standard Spanish language, the
Hispanic population is also distinctive in its many differences seen throughout a person’s
individual Hispanic country of origin (Johnson et al., 2011). For example, Hispanics from
Mexico have different beliefs and traditions than Hispanics from Cuba. Also, Hispanics can
be identified as foreign-born or native-born, have Hispanic parents of the same or different
Hispanic origin, share in various cultural intricacies of their individual country, have different
levels of English language fluency, and vary in and the length of time within the U.S.
(Guerrero & Posthuma, 2014). This unique combination of traits is also referred to as the
“Hispanic Experience” (Johnson et al., 2011). Although different in many ways, Hispanics
also share in similarities such as pride of culture, the acceptance of a hierarchical power
structure, cultural traditions, religious affiliations, passion for cuisine, and music (Guerrero &
Posthuma, 2014). However, research has shown two key values shared among most
Hispanics: the high-level collectivist traits and the belief in strong family bonds (familism)
(Allison & Bencomo, 2015; Sabogal et al., 1987). All these differences and similarities in
culture, beliefs, and values all contribute to the Hispanic population’s orientation towards
unity and solidarity.
Collectivist
When describing the Hispanic culture, a sense of cohesiveness among the people with
a focus on the group rather than one’s self, grounds their values and beliefs (Allison &
Bencomo, 2015). Research states individuals from predominantly Hispanic/Latino countries
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share more of a collectivistic view than other non-Hispanics in the United States (Allison &
Bencomo, 2015; Canedo et al., 2014; Stone et al., 2006). As a collectivistic population,
Hispanics value and maintain strong relational and group-oriented bonds within their
population than other non-Hispanic populations (Baeza et al., 2018; Guerrero & Posthuma,
2014). Viewing each other as important individuals of the group, the Hispanic collectivistic
culture will readily prioritize the family’s needs and demands over their own, self-sacrificing
all for the family while individual ambitions are sacrificed (Baeza et al. 2018; Stone et al.,
2006). Also, collectivistic cultures are more likely to care for elderly family members and
conform to existing norms and rules than individualistic cultures (Baeza et al., 2018; Canedo
et al., 2014). Hispanics understand and respect the expectations the collectivist group traits
places upon them. With a continual point of view and focus for the success of the “wholegroup,” the Hispanic’s collectivistic views translate into various behaviors and beliefs that
may positively and negatively impact their communities and the workforce (Allison &
Bencomo, 2015; Stone et al., 2006).
As the Hispanic population continues to grow, research has shown that some
Hispanics are not only motivated to maintaining the well-being of the family but also
preserving the values and influence of their prominent communities known as enclaves
(Canedo et al., 2014). An enclave is the ethnical geographical location and concentration of a
population (Canedo et al., 2014). Hispanic enclaves and family members are proven to have
positive influence when entrepreneurship opportunities arise; however, enclaves have also
proven to be one of three significant traits restricting the advancement of the Hispanic
population (Canedo et al., 2014). With the understanding of the Hispanic population’s
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collectivist values and their community’s features, researchers can continue to advance the
studies of the Hispanic persona and community.
Familism (Familismo)
Seen as the most essential culturally specific value influencing the lives of Hispanics
is the foundational concept of familism (Sabogal et al., 1987). Identified 60 years ago to
illustrate the commitment levels individuals have with their family and all family
relationships, familism in Hispanics represents the strong identification and bond each person
holds with immediate and extended family portraying feelings of loyalty, mutuality,
dependence, and unity (Sabogal et al., 1987; Villarreal et al., 2005). Familism, also referred
to as familismo, is a vital cultural factor where members understand the cohesive bond and
have the ability to seek help at any time rather than turning to external support systems.
(Sabogal et al., 1987; Valdivieso-Mora et al., 2016; Villarreal et al., 2005). According to
researchers, familism has two primary indicators that measure the levels of familism (1)
behavioral - which relate to the expectations and behaviors with family values and feelings
(2) attitudinal - the thoughts and feelings about supportive behaviors which include
economic, emotional, and social (Cruz & Blancero, 2017; Sabogal et al., 1987; ValdiviesoMora et al., 2016; Villareal et al., 2005). Both have provided reliable and valuable research to
understand better the impact familism has on the Hispanic population. However, one fact is
absolute; although the Hispanic population may find themselves acculturating to the U.S.
culture, the value of familism will never resemble the values of non-Hispanic people
(Sabogal et al., 1987). Recognizing that familism is an essential institution for the Hispanic
population, researchers look to uncover additional information around topics such as
familism and levels of acculturation, familism and generational status, psychological impact
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and familism, migration and familism, and other critical associated topics (Sabogal et al.,
1987). Although familism is an essential cultural value for the Hispanic population,
researchers advise that familism alone may not depict the full essence of the Hispanic culture.
Therefore, continual research is encouraged to help create a holistic picture of Hispanic’s
most important cultural values and influential power. Validating a foundation of unity and
solidarity, the Hispanic population’s values in familism and pursuit of a collectivist culture
recognize Hispanics as a unique and distinctive population.
Acculturation
With strong cultural beliefs and values, many Hispanics today maintain deep ties to
their own country of origin and experience different individual forms of acculturation (Lopez
et al., 2017). The topic of how a group or individual encounters constructs of cultural
changes has been studied from different perspectives of situational factors and angles
(Dietrich & Bauman, 2019). In the 1930s, the study of acculturation, which was recognized
as critical and significant, influenced social science researchers to advocate for continual
research and uncover its implications (Redfield et al., 1936). This body of research has
shaped the exploration and understanding of an immigrant’s journey to the United States
(Sam & Berry 2010). Presently, acculturation may be defined as a sociological process of
ongoing intercultural contact between a dominant and nondominated group resulting in
cultural-of-origin association and host culture involvement (Berry, 1997; Dietrich &
Bauman, 2019; Smokowski et al., 2008; Sam & Berry, 2010). More formally defined by
Redfield et al. (1936), “acculturation comprehends those phenomena which result when
groups of individuals having different cultures come into continuous first-hand contact with
subsequent changes in the original culture patterns of either or both groups” (p. 149).
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The strong influence from the dominant culture is seen within the inadvertent
promotion of its values, norms, and behaviors (Smokowski et al., 2008). Other terms
associated with acculturation research are assimilation, integration, bicultural, enculturation,
and multicultural (Berry, 1997; Sam & Berry, 2010; Smokowski et al., 2008). The study of
acculturation presents multiple research proven acculturation frameworks such as a wellknown framework/model created by psychologist and theorist John Berry. Berry’s model of
acculturation demonstrates the acculturation psychological and social reactions of individuals
through cultural maintenance and contact participation (Berry 1997; Berry & Sam, 2010;
Robinson, 2019). Contemporary researchers continue to identify concerns with original
acculturation models such as Berry’s model of acculturation, stating the study of
acculturation is more complex and multidimensional due to the rate of social change, change
in the understanding of culture, individual behaviors, and globalization (Robinson, 2019;
Schwartz et al., 2010). To advance acculturation literature, modern-day researchers aim to
inform that acculturation theories require rethinking and revisions to reflect current societal
and psychological developments (Robinson, 2019, Schwartz et al., 2010). Therefore, with an
understanding and appreciation for the multidimensional process of acculturation, new
strategies and approaches may continue to guide researchers and practitioners in serving
foreign-born and native-born populations (Robinson, 2019).
Acculturation is a significant element of the Hispanic persona and is recognized to
influence the behaviors and actions of all Hispanics (native, foreign-born, or immigrant).
Such activity can result in how they perceive themselves from others, the decisions they
make, the motivation they acquire, and the transformation of renewed values, beliefs, and
practices (Sabogal, 1987; Smokowski, 2008). Seen as a multifaceted and multidimensional
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process, acculturation research continues to motivate and promote interest and focus. While
an in-depth discussion of Hispanic acculturation is beyond the scope of this study, the
following brief discussion demonstrates the influence acculturation has on the Hispanic
population.
Hispanic Acculturation
The translation of acculturation with the Hispanic culture may be described as the
process in which the Hispanic population chooses whether to retain values, language, beliefs,
behaviors, and customs from the country of origin and/or seek involvement with the host
country, being the U.S. (Schwartz et al., 2010). A group of researchers reflects
inconsistencies in the overall interpretations of acculturation in the Hispanic population
(Schwartz et al., 2010; Smokowski et al., 2008). For example, some cultural psychologists
have stated that although immigrants gain the values, beliefs, and practices of the host
country through acculturation, their country-of-origin involvement will not unconsciously be
disregarded and forgotten but instead shared, creating a positive asset known as biculturalism
(Schwartz et al., 2010; Smokowski et al., 2008). Also, studies have revealed that Hispanics
who experience some sort of discrimination will more likely not self-identify themselves as
Americans but with a hyphenated American label, therefore showing preference to the
country of origin (Golash-Boza, 2006). However, opposing researcher views state that over
time, groups, individuals, and most children of immigrants in the U.S are highly prone to
become closely similar to the host country, disregarding country-of-origin, some familism
values, and acculturation conflicts that may arise within families (Dietrich & Bauman, 2019;
Sabogal et al., 1987; Smokowski et al., 2008). Other studies associated to acculturation focus
on how acculturation stressors impact the behavioral health of Hispanics. According to a
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study by Vasquez Guzman & Sanchez (2018), Hispanic citizens reported having better
physical and mental health than non-citizen Hispanics. This could be due to factors such as
time in the U.S., updated governmental policies, language barriers, and discrimination
(Cervantes et al., 2018; Vasquez Guzman & Sanchez, 2018).
With the two key values shared among most Hispanics: the high-level collectivist
traits and the belief in strong family bonds (familism); these values and beliefs play a
significant role in the Hispanic culture, which in turn influences behaviors, motivation, and
decision making (Allison & Bencomo, 2015; Sabogal et al., 1987 Sanchez & Brock, 1996).
With traditional family structures and many vital factors associated with acculturation,
Hispanic families of citizen, non-citizen, and immigrants have the choice to follow in
traditions from their country of origin or follow the acculturation process into U.S. culture
(Allison & Bencomo, 2015). An understanding of the characteristics of the two key values of
Hispanics and the multiple acculturation experiences, a more in-depth perspective may be
gained to inform Hispanic motivations and behaviors better.
Hispanics in the Workforce
Representing different racial and ethnic groups, Hispanics have the highest
composition and participation rate of the labor force and play a significant role in the
workforce as employees, entrepreneurs, and employers (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2020d). Leaders must urgently champion the need to create more active and intentional
attempts to foster the potential of Hispanic workers and shape the present and future
workforce realities with courage, not apprehension (Erickson, 2014; Noni & Sherbin, 2016).
The shift of demographics and increase in racial and age diversity in the workplace has
presented an unprecedented opportunity for organizational leaders to embrace the change
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(Coulombe & Gil, 2016; Del Campo et al., 2010). As a result of the growing Hispanic
population and the fact that Hispanics are more likely to participate in the workforce, the call
for knowledge and information is highly encouraged to effectively interact and communicate
with Hispanic workers (Eisenach. 2016; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019).
In assessing the multiple definitions, numbers, and percentages provided by the U.S.
Bureau of Labor statistics, Hispanics represent a large and, in some circumstances, the
prominent population of the workforce. The civilian noninstitutional population is the base
population representing working and not working individuals age 16 and older (U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, 2020a). When calculating the civilian noninstitutional population, group
exclusions such as active-duty members of the U.S. Armed forces and people confined and
living in detention centers and institutions take place (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2020a). This population estimate allows for labor force numbers to adjust and be consistent
with the Census Bureau. The Hispanic civilian noninstitutional population composition of the
U.S. workforce is higher than any other minority group, representing 16.7% as of 2019
compared to 12.75% Blacks and 6.31% Asian (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020c). This
aligns with Census Bureau Hispanic population numbers.
Representing the number of individuals working (employed) or actively looking for
work (unemployed) is the civilian labor force (labor force) and labor force participation ratio
(participation rate) represents the number of people in the workforce as a percentage of the
civilian noninstitutional population (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020a). The
participation rate is important because when analyzed in combination with unemployment
numbers, a reliable insight into the economy’s state is revealed. As of 2019, Hispanics had
the largest participation rate of 66.8% compared to Whites 63%, Blacks 62.5%, Asians 64%
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(U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020b). As the current pandemic continues to impact the
U.S. workforce with a participation rate at 61.5% as of November 2020, Hispanics have
maintained and still represent the highest participation rate at a steady range of 64% to 65.4%
as of November 2020, demonstrating their commitment to work and family (U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 2020d).
Lastly, when assessing the percentage of the population that is currently working
(employed), the U.S. Bureau of Labor and Statistics utilizes the employment-population ratio
(U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020a). This employment indicator considers
unemployment and labor force participation to inform labor market analysis with valuable
information. As of 2019, the Hispanic employment-population ratio, which represents the
number of people working in relation to the population, was 63.9 % compared to 61%
Whites, 58.7% Blacks, and 62.3% Asian (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020b). Current
circumstances have created a decline amongst all races, Hispanics, and total U.S. numbers;
however, Hispanics still maintain the highest employment-population ratio from all
populations (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020d)
From 2018 to 2028, the U.S. Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS) projects that the
Hispanic labor force will increase by 7.4 million, which is more than any other race,
ethnicity, sex, or age group (Torpey, 2019). By the year 2025, one in every two workers will
be Hispanic (Coulombe & Gil, 2016). The Hispanic population of workers, who are
predominantly younger, have a median workforce age of 27 versus the non-Hispanic
workforce age of 37 (Coulombe & Gil, 2016). The largest Hispanic ethnicity represented in
the workforce is Mexicans, representing 60.3% of Hispanics civilian noninstitutional
population (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020b). Through the many employment
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indicators and labor market analysis, the Hispanic population continues to maintain its place
as a prominent population in the U.S. workforce.
Hispanics, who are known for spending more time working than leisure activities, are
seen predominantly in industries such as construction, food manufacturing, services &
hospitality, landscaping, maintenance, and private housekeeping (Eisenach, 2016, U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020c). However, recent data reveals that many Hispanics are
venturing into self-employment, entrepreneur opportunities, and choosing healthcare and
social assistance work over other industries (Eisenach, 2016; Torpey, 2019). This project
focuses on the underrepresentation of Hispanic and other minority populations in
management, professional, and related occupations. As of 2019, Whites represented 79% of
management, professional, and related occupations while Hispanics represented 10.1%,
Asians 8.7%, and Blacks 9.6% (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020b). Having a substantial
underrepresentation in the management and professional occupation is concerning and
requires future research on what main factors make up the causes for professional and
management underrepresentation amongst Hispanics and other minority populations
(Blancero et al., 2018; Cruz & Blancero, 2017). What is also alarming is the
underrepresentation of Hispanics in U.S. Fortune 500 corporate boards. For some time,
corporate boards have recognized the buying power and demographic shift in the U.S.
requires a need for a diverse representation of backgrounds, perspectives, and thought more
than ever (Deloitte, 2018a). As of 2018, Hispanics represented 3.8% of Fortune 500 board
seats than 83.9% of Whites (Deloitte, 2018a). Although minority and women participation
rates in board seats have increased, the pace of diversifying board rooms is still extremely
slow compared to the dramatic diversity changes occurring in everyday industries (Deloitte,
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2018a). This staggering fact immediately prompts questions such as “What are the barriers
restraining the progress of diverse board rooms?”, “What are White board members'
apprehensions to letting go of the standardized way of thinking?”. The need to assess and
analyze these and other concerns are needed to advance Hispanics and all minorities in
leadership positions.
Although data plays a vital role in understanding the impact Hispanics have and will
continue to have on the workforce, leaders are also encouraged to consider other
interpersonal factors that motivate Hispanic workers, such as values, characteristics, and
traditions. With the increased numbers of Hispanic workers in the workforce and the need for
diversity and long-term employee engagement, leaders must understand all the multiple
unique factors contributing to Hispanic workers’ career success (Johnson et al., 2011, Cruz &
Blancero, 2017). The review of traditional workforce elements such as salary, employee
satisfaction, promotions, etc., are no longer the sole factor that informs leaders of root
concerns and career success opportunities (Johnson et al., 2011). According to Johnson et al.
(2011), in assessing career success strategies, factors such as human capital, social capital,
occupations, resources, and economics are important elements to consider for any employee
success; however, when targeting Hispanic workers, organizations are also encouraged to
consider and create understanding around the impact cultural values have on Hispanic
workers (Johnson et al., 2011; Cruz & Blancero, 2017)
One example of a significant cultural value paradigm is known as the “Hispanic
Experience.” The “Hispanic Experience” represents multiple unique dynamics only seen in
Hispanics and is a prominent factor for organizations to consider and fully understand.
(Johnson et al., 2011). Some of the elements identified in the “Hispanic Experience” are
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“acculturation levels; ethnic identity; immigration status/generation (to include immigration
generation, age at the time of immigration if not born in the U.S.); national origin (the U.S.
vs. Non-U.S.; Hispanic country of origin); English language proficiency; length of time in the
U.S.; U.S. geographical location; and familism responsibility/obligation” (Johnson et al.,
2011, p. 2-3). The established elements that make up the “Hispanic Experience” influence
Hispanic workers’ behaviors and motivation in ways that may impact Hispanics’
advancement and organizational success (Johnson et al., 2011). Knowledge and
understanding of how these dynamics play out in organizational recruitment and retention
strategies are important elements for leaders to consider.
Another cultural factor for leaders to understand is that Hispanic workers come from
different subgroups such as countries of origin, generational status, racial, foreign, and nonforeign born, and possess different cultural backgrounds and behaviors. For example, a study
done on first generational immigrant workers showed that this population is highly
misrepresented with stereotypes and increased discrimination, therefore, impacting their
ability to enter and earn a fair salary (Linares, 2018). However, employers who hire and
manage first-generation immigrant workers do witness valuable characteristics such as strong
work ethic, loyalty, dedication, positive attitude, and obedience to the authority, therefore,
adjusting HR policies to support the workers (Linares, 2018). Another example of a Hispanic
subgroup can be seen in Hispanics who are less acculturated and more likely to speak
Spanish than English. Hispanic workers who share in this common characteristic have higher
turnover rates and increased stress than non-Hispanics and acculturated Hispanics (Guerrero
& Posthuma, 2014). Also, U.S. born Hispanic workers share value characteristics that prefer
role clarity within their position, mentoring/sponsorship opportunities, career advancement,
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and diversity and inclusion initiatives as part of the organization’s culture (Guerrero &
Posthuma, 2014). As a result of Hispanic subgroups that represent many unique racial, ethnic,
and origin of country characteristics, career advancement can be challenging for Hispanic
workers (Guerrero & Posthuma, 2014). It is through the understanding and awareness of
these subgroup’s values, and characteristics organizations are better positioned to implement
effective retention and recruitment efforts.
As organizations struggle to become informed and fully understand the many
interpersonal factors and unique characteristics that make up the Hispanic population, other
external factors such as economic and social barriers impede Hispanics’ advancement in the
workforce. Factors such as poverty levels, educational attainment, family income,
employment status, and occupations are prominent factors impacting Hispanics (Guerrero &
Posthuma, 2014). Research has shown that the lack of educational attainment is one of the
most prominent obstacles influencing the progress of job opportunities for Hispanics (Cruz &
Blancero, 2017; Mundra et al., 2003). Historically and in the present, Hispanics have been
labeled as poor, uneducated, labor workers, low in social status, low income, and prone to
government assistance and crime (Golash-Boza, 2006). In addition, other negative factors
such as English language acquisition, lack of on-the-job experience, continual discriminatory
rhetoric, and stereotypes creating a sense of isolation impact Hispanics in the workforce
(Blancero et al., 2007; Linares, 2018; Mundra et al., 2003). Stress caused by acculturationenculturation has also been shown to impact Hispanics’ advancement (Cruz & Blancero,
2017). Possible biculturalism and the confusion that may come with bi-cultural identity can
be emotionally consuming and stressful, resulting in low career performance and
advancement (Cruz & Blancero, 2017). When it comes to the perception of discriminatory
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and unfair treatment, Hispanic and other minority employees are more sensitive (Blancero et
al., 2007; Del Campo et al., 2010). Having a darker complexion rather than a lighter-skinned
complexion also shows to be a characteristic that determines better-paying employment;
therefore, creating challenges for Hispanic workers (Foley, 2014; Guerrero & Posthuma,
2014). This discriminatory or unfair perception may heighten a sense of separateness from
the leading group, which may negatively influence organizational commitment, increase
work tensions, and lowers job satisfaction resulting in higher turnover (Del Campo et al.,
2010; Foley, 2014). These economic and social challenges combined with strong and
impressionable stereotypes and perceptions influence the many professional and personal
interactions Hispanics, and people perceived as Hispanic, have with non-Hispanics (GolashBoza, 2006). Although these challenges and barriers are part of Hispanic workers’ everyday
identity and behaviors, it is essential to acknowledge that not all Hispanics experience the
same struggles and at the same levels of influence on their character and life. These
challenges and barriers Hispanics face are not new; however, it is the awareness and
acknowledgment by leaders that may begin to shift the method in which Hispanics are
perceived and treated in the workplace.
Census data, labor market analysis, and Hispanic economic and interpersonal factors
all play a vital role in Hispanics’ career success. Studies confirm that individuals are attracted
to organizations that share similar work and cultural values and demonstrate a supportive
diversity and multicultural approach (Stone et al., 2006). Acquiring knowledge and
awareness about these factors impacting Hispanics in the workplace may be the next and only
step for leaders to improve Hispanic workers’ recruitment and retention strategies. The shift
in demographics diversity numbers, and an aging workforce has presented an unprecedented
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opportunity for organizational leaders to become informed, educated, and engaged in the
changes in order to better position their organization for success (Coulombe & Gil, 2016; Del
Campo et al., 2010).
The U.S. Millennial Population
Although research about the millennial generation continues to be a popular topic
with diverse research focuses, the combination of staggering statistics, evident societal
influences, and characteristics is beginning to lose relevance and significance when it comes
to fully understanding millennials’ motives (Manuti et al., 2018). According to Gallup Inc.
(2016), organizational leaders do not intentionally ignore the needs of millennial employees;
on the contrary, they intend and strive hard to understand them. However, after time and with
no tangible results of effectiveness, leaders appear to abandon all efforts and, in the absence
of practical and feasible solutions, retreat to traditional personnel and business practices
(Manuti et al., 2018). However, millennials continue to influence and promote innovation
and are recognized as the first generation to have more ethnic and racial diversity qualities
than the American population (Bialik & Fry, 2019).
Millennial Statistics
Millennials are defined as individuals born between 1981 and 1996, as of 2021, ages
25 – 40 (Dimock, 2019). The Pew Research Center has identified an official stated range for
generational birth-years as the following for 2021: Generation Z ages 9-24, Millennials ages
25-40, Generation X ages 41-56, Boomers ages 57-75, Silent ages 76- 93 (Dimock, 2019). As
of 2019, the U.S. Census Bureau projection numbers stated millennials make up between
72.5 million of the total American population, outnumbering Baby Boomer, who make up 72
million (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017b). Millennials surpass the Baby Boomer population as the
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largest living generational group in the United States (Bialik & Fry, 2019; Fry, 2018b). As of
2019, millennials represented 22.1% of the total population and projected to grow to 74.5
million in 2040 as a result of the growing number of Hispanics and Asian immigrants plus
interracial marriages (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017b; Fry, 2018b; Freeman, 2019; Bialik & Fry,
2019). Nearly 50% of millennials are of another race than White/Caucasian race, and
minority millennials are likely to be of Hispanic or Latino ethnicity with a 21%
representation and a median age of 27 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017b; Schaffer, 2019; Gallup
Inc., 2016). As of 2035, millennials and post-millennials will represent more than half of
minorities, Hispanics being the largest (Gallup Inc., 2016). The millennial population
continues to impact the workforce with their numbers, higher educational attainment, and
diversity influencing society and the workforce
A popular statistic and assumption that follows millennials in the workplace is the
millennial employment tenure behavior that occurs while employed. Research states that 8 in
10 millennials report staying with current employers for two years, while 21% will switch
jobs in a year (Emmons, 2018; Deloitte, 2018b). According to Gallup Inc. (2016), 60% of
millennials are always open to other opportunities when the current position no longer meets
their needs. The millennial turnover cost to the U.S. economy is an annual estimated $30.5
billion (Emmons, 2018; Gallup Inc., 2016). Experts assert that this data representing
millennials is neither narcissistic nor entitled traits but an accurate representation of
millennial's ongoing impact on society and the workforce. Leaders are encouraged to move
away from placing coffee shops in lobbies and creating informal work environments. Instead,
they turn their attention to creating work environments that promote diversity, inclusion and
leverage each millennial worker’s individualism and potential (Deloitte, 2020).
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Millennials in the Workplace
In the workforce, millennials make up 1 in 3 workers and 50% of the workforce, and
by 2030 millennials will represent 75% (Emmons, 2018; Fry, 2018a). Research has proven
that managing these different populations does impact the engagement and retention of each
cohort (Lub et al., 2016; Kultalahti & Viitala, 2014). The millennial population has begun
shifting the workforce, the board room, and leadership platforms to its core as they occupy
CEO, VP, Director, and other manager positions (Dews, 2014). This enormous shift will
assume millennials’ beliefs and values and change the trajectory of company personnel
strategies and organizational outcomes (Dews, 2014).
With high expectations, less commitment to organizations, and the likelihood to leave
an organization if not satisfied, millennials pose a unique set of factors for successful
recruitment and retention outcomes (Lub et al., 2016). For example, when it comes to high
expectations, millennials enter the workforce wanting abundant career development
opportunities, top compensation, work-life balance, career advancement, meaningful work,
and financial rewards (Kultalahti & Viitala, 2014). Millennials also require social activism
initiatives, independence, and autonomy while adapting well to new circumstances, people,
change, and technology (Kultalahti & Viitala, 2014, Madan & Madan, 2019; Manuti et al.,
2018). They are motivated by meaningful work, innovation, collaboration, financial rewards,
immediate feedback, career advancement, and building new diverse relationships (Blancero
et al., 2018). Featured in the Gallup Inc. (2016) survey, millennials' top five strengths
highlight two that differed from other generational groups: empathy and adaptability. These
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two strengths represent the unique behaviors and optimistic thinking millennials bring to the
workforce that other generational groups lack to emulate.
Findings on whether salary and financial incentives are effective methods to recruit,
promote, and retain millennials are contradictory. Some research has shown that millennials
measure their success not by how much they earn but instead by the impact of their work on
the organizational mission (Dews, 2014; Manuti et al., 2018). However, other researchers
state that a millennial’s success is proven first through salary level, career advancement, and
finally, meaningful work (Madan & Madan, 2019). Nevertheless, most research favors the
concept that salary may initially be the most critical factor; however, over time, the desire to
create and be part of a cause and mission overshadows the financial benefit (Mohammad &
Lenka, 2018). Therefore, organizations with intentions of hiring and supporting millennials
should provide meaningful work, learning opportunities, encourage career advancement,
promote a high trust environment, and value diversity and inclusion (Gallup Inc., 2016).
The most surprising part about the millennial's study is not their many unique
characteristics but the large amount of research proving their distinct lifestyle and work
values, which undeniably impact workplace behaviors and, most importantly, expectations
(Mohammad & Lenka, 2018). A continual lack of urgency to adapt, restructure, and
implement recruitment and retention strategies are not taking place in many industries. A
one-size-fits-all mindset leads human resource practices to miss out on vital talent acquisition
opportunities, which are evident in the increased turn-over numbers occurring in
organizations (Madan & Madan, 2019; Mohammad & Lenka, 2018). Intentional efforts on
creating individualized recruitment and retention strategies for the millennial workforce is
highly encouraged for the following reasons: (1) the aging workforce (Baby Boomers)
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decreasing in numbers and representation; (2) the preparation for the increasing numbers of
post-millennials, also referred to as Gen Z, share many of the same lifestyle and workplace
characteristics as millennials; (3) the financial burden and cost associated with large turnover
numbers, lost skill sets, and production time can result in negative profit margins (Fry, 2018a;
Fry & Parker, 2019; Ng & McGinnis Johnson, 2015). Organizational strategies that focus on
understanding the diverse millennial worker perspectives must move beyond the now very
familiar list of descriptive characteristics.
Moving Past Millennial Characteristics
Millennials in the workplace are unique in that millennials prefer coaches, not bosses,
they like to focus on their strengths, not weaknesses, need on-going conversations, not annual
reviews, want to feel purpose and contribute, and want to pursue ambitious job development
(Gallup Inc, 2016). Attaining and acknowledging these perspectives will then promote the
decoding of millennial characteristics and behaviors into effective practical day-to-day
organizational actions (Zupan et al., 2018). Significant attention to workable recruitment and
retention efforts for the millennial population increases engagement and performance, lowers
turnover rates and enhances understanding of individual expectations (Zupan et al., 2018).
Organizations lack awareness, and underestimate the millennial employee’s understanding of
workplace expectations, eliminating opportunities to promote applied hands-on initiatives
and workable strategies (Zupan et al., 2018). Organizations are encouraged to acknowledge
the current workplace shift, prioritize personnel strategies with a focus on millennial
perspectives, and commit to implementing new approaches of leading and working with
millennials.
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Recruitment and Retention Efforts for U.S. Millennials
The most frequent opportunities and challenges when effectively recruiting and
retaining millennials vary in topics. Organizational lack of technology is the most common
deterrent for millennials when searching for potential organizations (Mohammad & Lenka,
2018). The need for on-going technological use and interaction is key to the millennial
technological-rich contextual environment and values (Mohammad & Lenka, 2018). The use
of technology for communication and training development is also highly supported by
millennials with no reservations and full willingness for integration. With a strong preference
for social media in the workplace, millennials are attracted to organizations that share the
same passion and interest in social media technology (Mohammad & Lenka, 2018).
Organizations that lack the integration of technology and social media within their culture
may struggle to recruit and retain millennial workers.
Setting clear expectations is also essential, and research shows a significant impact on
millennials’ retention and recruitment efforts (Zupan et al., 2018). The fact that millennials
enter the work environment with already set high expectations around their salary, position,
and career advancement is often overlooked and not taken seriously by leaders when setting
millennial focus personnel recruitment initiatives (Zupan et al., 2018). Effectively managing
millennial expectations pre-hire and post-hire is one of the ultimate techniques organizations
can employ to reduce turnover and create engaged employees (Ng & McGinnis Johnson,
2015; Zupan et al., 2018). Setting effective expectations is even more important for younger
millennials and for Gen Z, who do not have ample time and experience in the workplace and
will more than likely enter with high expectations and less realistic beliefs (Zupan et al.,
2018). This frame of mind, that lacks the ability to regulate emotions, may cause an
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enormous amount of disappointment for young workers entering the workforce and must be
managed properly to prevent unnecessary turnover (Zupan et al., 2018). Both concerns, lack
of experience in the workforce and age of worker, can lead to disengagement and, at times, a
final decision to leave the organization if not taken into consideration for recruitment and
retention strategies. Setting clear expectations is one important aspect of hiring millennial and
younger workers.
Possible examples of expectations would be presenting the realistic time frame of
moving to higher positions, how long it will take to get into management, what career
development opportunities are available, and how financial rewards are provided (Zupan et
al., 2018). Therefore, early recruitment practices are becoming identified as the starting point
for the communication of realistic pre-expectations. From the messaging of job listings, the
wording of job descriptions, the interview, and the final recruitment and hiring process,
millennials need to encompass a detailed explanation of expectations at each stage (Gallup
Inc., 2016; Madan & Madan, 2019). Following the hiring of millennials, realistic onboarding
and explanations of performance management and benefits policies will exhibit transparency
and help millennials adjust post-expectations. Overpromising and under-delivering is not a
favorable method of managing millennials (Zupan et al., 2018). Leaders and human resource
personnel must communicate all expectations with specific work priorities about the position
in a well-articulated manner. Not providing millennial workers with expectations or
delivering a one size fits all expectations list for all millennial employees will not result in
long-term employment or positive engagement (Gallup Inc., 2016). Understanding the
importance of setting pre-entry and post-entry expectations, organizations can better adjust
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human resource practices to create higher job satisfaction for millennials and more significant
organizational commitment resulting in lower turnover rates (Zupan et al., 2018).
The research focused on the most effective leadership styles for specific generational
populations has been and continues to be a popular topic. Some research shows that the
millennial population looks for behaviors and traits of authenticity within organizational
leaders; therefore, if not identified could result in high turnover rates and low recruitment
numbers (Macky et al., 2008). A very well-known leadership style known as authentic
leadership is measured by the method in which promises are met and broken, how complete
transparency is embodied within the leader, and the recognizable robust support system given
to employees (Macky et al., 2008). Authentic leadership values honest relationships and
encourages discussions and open communication, something millennials value.
A recent study focused on leading millennials revealed the benefits and effectiveness
of what is known as paradoxical leadership. This leadership style is proven to increase
productivity for the millennial generation (Sarwono & Bernarto, 2020). With the many
different types and characteristics of a paradoxical leader, researchers believe that this
specific leadership style has the intensity, empowering abilities, open communication style,
and open-minded perspective to bring out positive organizational performance for managing
millennials (Sarwono & Bernarto, 2020). Another leadership style shown to support
millennials is strategic leadership, which is compelling because it aligns with millennial’s
personal goals and overall organizational strategy (Mohammad & Lenka, 2018). Strategic
leaders focus on larger organizational goals and encourage millennial workers to connect and
align with their goals through well-thought-out actionable contributions (Mohammad &
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Lenka, 2018). This form of leadership promotes the feeling of being valued and trust.
Leadership styles are important in the management of millennials.
Another factor that impacts the recruitment and retention of millennials is the ability
for leaders to be compatible with millennial workers. This compatibility involves the
leader’s ability to engage in formal and informal conversation, demonstrate sincere interest,
provide rapid responsiveness, and strength-based focused (Gallup Inc., 2016). Also crucial to
increasing engagement in millennial workers are managers/leaders who meet with employees
at least once a week and engage in non-work-related concerns (Gallup Inc., 2016). Research
also shows that leaders who provide millennials with on-going feedback and communication,
clarity on job priorities, career development, and mentorship will be compatible with
millennial workers (Emmons, 2018; Gallup Inc., 2016). Figure 2 demonstrates what
millennial employees want from their leadership, requiring a shift in thinking regarding
traditional leadership styles to contemporary leadership styles. Underestimating the influence
of leaders on this population can result in adverse outcomes if not anticipated.
Figure 2
The change in leadership required to manage present-day millennials
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Note. Millennials want leaders who genuinely care about their development and life.
Leaders who acknowledge their strengths, have ongoing conversations, and help them create
purpose.
Personnel management and organization culture is the final factor that impacts the
recruitment and retention of millennials, which requiring stability and effectiveness for
positive short-term and long-term outcomes (Blancero et al., 2018). Customized talent
management strategies and benefits policies are necessary retention and recruitment
strategies (Zupan et al., 2018). Although low on the priority list for millennials workers,
appealing personnel policies focusing on work-life balance, family obligations, performance
management, and retirement plans can sway a millennial employee to join the company and
stay long-term (Madan & Madan, 2018). Trust in the organization, and organizational
mission and vision are critical to millennials because of their desire to give back and the need
to belong to an organization that fits their goals (Blancero et al., 2018). A culture that
promotes a purpose-driven mission, social responsibility initiatives, and a collaborative work
environment positively impact engagement levels and retention numbers. According to
Gallup Inc. (2016), 71% of millennials who clearly understand an organization’s purpose and
what they stand for will stay longer than a year. With the need to have meaning in their work,
millennials need inclusive organizational cultures and high trust levels. Effective personnel
management and an inclusive corporate culture are important factors for successful
recruitment and retention strategies.
U.S. Millennials and the 2020 Pandemic
Due to the current pandemic situation and economic downfalls, many needs of the
millennial population may shift. The concept that millennials choose careers with purpose
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and not pay may no longer take precedence for the millennial worker when deciding to accept
or turn down a job opportunity (Deloitte, 2020). The need for financial stability is now more
than ever becoming a priority for the millennial population (Deloitte, 2020). Beginning
studies show that many of the traditional business behaviors that have forced organizations to
modernize and reassess foundational personnel strategies may come to a halt and cause the
reinstatement of those once humanistic behaviors pertaining to personnel management and
decision making (Deloitte, 2020). According to Deloitte (2020), more millennials stated they
would stay with their employer for five or more years than the one and two years reported in
an earlier 2016 survey (Deloitte, 2020). The study also presents how important it is for
organizations to have a detailed and robust plan when a crisis hits their organization's
wellbeing (Deloitte, 2020). Organizations that go above and beyond with actionable purpose
is a critical indicator of employee satisfaction. Clear communication, support for employees,
efficient policies in place, a robust technological platform, and the employers’ speed of action
now all play a part in millennials' decision to stay or leave organizations during a state of
crisis (Deloitte, 2020).
The study also demonstrates that an organizational focus on diversity and inclusion,
supporting the community, the environment, and encouraging a culture of lifelong learning
through continual two-way dialogue is most important to present-day millennial workers
(Deloitte, 2020). With an optimistic outlook and constant advocacy for a more equitable
world, this is an opportunity for leaders and millennials to work together and learn from each
other. The pandemic will continue to impact the millennial and post-millennial generation
workers for many years to come; leaders must stay connected and open to the new business
world unfolding in each organization now and in the post-pandemic era (Deloitte, 2020).
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The U.S. millennial population will continue to represent the largest generational
population that influences and promotes innovation through its many unique characteristics
(Bialik & Fry, 2019). Effective recruitment and retention strategies for millennials are made
up of a comprehensive list of factors. Today more than ever, millennials are seeking more job
stability and a sense of purpose from their employer (Deloitte, 2018b; Zupan et al., 2018).
This influential group, at times misunderstood, should no longer be classified and treated as a
homogenous population. Therefore, leaders are encouraged to commit to understanding the
factors and seeking actionable initiatives and changes within their organizations that will
activate millennials’ motivations and full potential (Manuti et al., 2018).
Hispanic Millennial Professionals
Hispanic millennials are a unique and vital cohort set apart from their Hispanic
population and other minority groups (Blancero et al., 2018). With a focused mindset on
assertiveness, collaboration, courage, and optimism in the American dream, Hispanic
millennials indirectly and directly influence their families, communities, growing Latino
GDP, and American norms (Roman, 2015). Hispanic millennials are identified as individuals
between ages 23–38 and who self-identify as Hispanic (Dimock, 2019). Hispanic millennials
are a significant population in the current U.S. workforce and the second-largest generational
group closely following the growing Hispanic Gen Z. Hispanic millennials have multiple
skill sets, an enormous societal impact, and are vastly influential (Coulombe & Gill, 2016;
Fienup et al., 2020). Hispanic millennial professionals are identified as white-collar Hispanic
workers with a minimum education level of a bachelor’s degree that holds a middle-level
management position and higher (Blancero et al., 2007).
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Hispanic millennials are raised respecting and owning their heritage values while
engaging and appreciating American opportunities. According to Mizrahi (2019), 92% of
Hispanic millennials feel preserving their country-of-origin culture and simultaneously live
with American values is normal. Mostly born in the United States, Hispanic millennials’
multicultural, vibrant, bilingual, and a rich sense of purpose is said to bridge the gap of
generational and ethnic disparities amongst Hispanics and non-Hispanics (Mizrahi, 2019). As
the most significant generational and demographic population, Hispanic millennials are set to
be a powerhouse in America (Noni & Sherbin, 2016).
Hispanic Millennial Statistics
To recap, as of 2019, 72.5 million millennials are more racially and ethnically diverse
with higher educational attainment than any other generation at their same age (Bialik & Fry,
2019; Fry, 2018b; Fry, 2020; Gallup Inc., 2016; U.S. Census Bureau, 2017b). By 2050,
Hispanics will represent 25.7% of the population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017b). According to
the Pew Research Center, six in ten minority Americans are from the millennial or generation
Z cohort, creating a youthful and influential population (Schaeffer, 2019). Now with a
primary focus on Hispanic millennials, as of 2019, Hispanic millennials make up 25% of the
total Hispanic population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017b). As the second-largest minority group
in the millennial population, Hispanic millennials represent 22% of the total U.S. millennials
with a median age of 30 (Coulombe & Gil, 2016; Gallup Inc.; 2016, Schaeffer, 2019; U.S.
Census Bureau, 2017b). To gain a more significant illustration of the influence of the
Hispanic youth, Hispanic millennials and younger (up to 5 years old) represents more than
56% of the total Hispanic population and is a large segment of the U.S. population and
economy (Schulz, 2017; U.S. Census Bureau, 2019b). According to a study still not released
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to the public, millennials and younger state that being Latino is a superpower (Casanova,
2020). The pride and enthusiasm of these young generations of Hispanics will become their
main advantage in society and the workplace.
Identified as either Hispanic native-born or foreign-born, 37% of Hispanic millennials
are born outside of the United States, making 65.2% native-born as of 2017 (Schulz, 2017;
U.S. Census Bureau, 2019b). Amongst the native-born Hispanics, millennials or younger
represent three-quarters of the native-born Hispanic population (Schaeffer, 2019). Hispanic
millennials display unique bicultural and bilingual traits amongst their families and the
workplace. Biculturalism in the workplace is viewed as the ability to effectively manage
workplace American normative circumstances and behaviors simultaneously with Hispanic
social and cultural traits (Blancero et al., 2018). This multi-skilled population holds firm to
their heritage and American viewpoints and is ready to achieve the American dream.
Hispanic Millennial Superpowers
Hispanic millennials have risen to unmask their individualism, resilience, and
influential presence in the U.S. economy (Mizrahi, 2019). With their unique blend of
language and culture, Hispanic millennials’ impact is seen within their purchasing power,
Hispanic communities, and families. The following section will describe the factors that
make being a Hispanic millennial a superpower.
Sharing Hispanic cultural characteristics and values and being identified as part of a
diverse and independent generation, Hispanic millennials bring cultural richness and
American values to bridge the generational and cultural gap playing out in today’s population
(Roman, 2015). Although born and raised in the U.S., most Hispanic millennials find
themselves participating and celebrating in their country-of-origin customs and traditions.
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Following the lead of the family’s grandmother, mother, or forefather figure, these customs
ground Hispanic millennials to their Hispanic roots and ancestral history. However,
embracing American values also becomes a priority to this population. Identified as the
largest Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp users, Hispanic millennials utilize all avenues of
technology to stay connected to family in their country-of-origin and personal matters
(Schulz, 2017). Serving their immediate family and extended family household with
monetary support while attending school or working fulltime to reach the American dream,
they are eager to make the most of both cultures (Roman, 2015). Undoubtedly, Hispanic
millennials share equal pride in their heritage and the place they call home.
The second superpower of a Hispanic millennial is their significant purchasing power
that has caught the attention of many marketing and advertising research firms and their
influence on family and their communities (Schulz, 2017). With bilingual and bicultural
characteristics, Hispanic millennials are the most “American” in the Hispanic market
(Orchowski, 2014). Bearing a complex personal life, workplace landscape, and diverse social
life, Hispanic millennials value Spanish language and Spanglish media/advertising, family
life, and social media (Schulz, 2017). They also value brands that reflect their culture,
communicate in Spanish and English, and is representative and inclusive in their branding
(Casanova, 2020). These specific values and consumer behaviors create an influential and
powerful consumer segment with multiple channels of influence (Schulz, 2017). Hispanic
millennials have a persuasive pull when it comes to Hispanic consumer buying patterns. For
example, retailers have discovered that 74% of older Hispanics are influenced by products
purchased by their children, 28% are influenced by other family members, and 22% are
influenced by spouses (Schulz, 2017). As seen in product purchases, Hispanic millennial
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influences are a unique factor for marketers and retailers to consider when targeting the
Hispanic population (Soat, 2014). The Hispanic millennial possess a superpower of
persuasion not only toward products but their own families and communities.
Hispanic millennials’ bilingual abilities are also considered a superpower. Although
they may prefer speaking in English due to societal norms, 62% report having a greater
interest in Spanish (Mizrahi, 2019). The ability to go back and forth between English and
Spanish has been seen to benefit Hispanic millennials' families and is part of who they are
(Orchowski, 2014). Playing the central role as a translator and cultural advisor for family
members is not a burden but a privilege and a method in which Hispanic millennials give
back to the family (Soat, 2014). Known to use Spanish-language media and choose brand
names that favor the Hispanic language, Hispanic millennials' bilingual abilities come
naturally to them and are what they prefer (Nielsen Inc, 2014). Studies have shown that
bilingual speakers have enhanced cognitive performance and advanced executive functioning
over monolingual speakers (Blancero et al., 2018; Nielsen Inc., 2014). With this
advantageous language aptitude, not only will families and communities benefit, but
workplace organizations will also gain a unique advanced skillset from Hispanic millennials
not offered in other workplace populations.
The Hispanic millennials’ last superpower is their effortless method of consistently
switching their mindset and behaviors between their Hispanic and American cultures. An
individual’s allegiance to biculturalism and continued culture-of-origin involvement has
proven positive effects on familism, cohesion, and adaptability amongst all Hispanics who
follow this allegiance (Smokowski et al., 2008). The internalization and engagement of two
cultures with the ability to switch between cultures represent Hispanic individuals'
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biculturalism (Robinson, 2019). This process is known as code-switching, and unlike any
other population group, Hispanic millennials effortlessly and continuously exercise their
bicultural and bilingual code-switching skill sets (Blancero et al., 2018). According to a study
done by Casanova (2020), still not released to the public, code-switching is the new normal
for Hispanic millennials. The study states 87% of Hispanic millennials continuously switch
from one or more behaviors depending on who they are interacting with (Casanova, 2020).
The actions were identified as humor, greeting style, language, mannerisms, and comfort
level (Casanova, 2020). When assessing the processes of toggling/code-switching cultures,
whether demographic or work-related, it is essential to recognize that it is not easy to partake
day in and day out. Functions such as acculturation and workplace environment transitions,
which requires nimble shifts, have proven to create unavoidable and significant psychological
stress and disengagement for individuals (Robinson, 2019). Hispanic millennials’ inherent
fluidity to code-switch with no added stress reveals their rare ability to cope with workplace
changes and different environments. Although at times, the capability to manage two cultures
at once may fail for both parties involved, only intricate effective strategies that are meant to
reconcile cognitive dissonance will ultimately minimize stress created for both parties
(Robinson, 2019). Committed to both cultures (American and country-of-origin),
bilingualism, and millennial traits make Hispanic millennials exceptional workplace
candidates and change leaders. For these reasons, they have designated the powerhouse of the
Hispanic population and workforce.
Hispanic Millennials and Familism (Familismo)
The culturally specific value, familism, stands as the most influential in Hispanic
culture (Sabogal et al., 1987). This prominent and robust identification and bond to all family
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members exhibit loyalty, dependence, unity, and mutuality (Sabogal et al., 1987; Villarreal et
al., 2005). Although Hispanic millennials represent a resilient bi-cultural identity ambitious
for higher education and a prosperous professional career, all decisions and behaviors are
influenced by family members. These members can be immediate family, friends, or people
they consider as close family or friends (Soat, 2014). Also, Hispanic millennials will turn to
family members due to their cohesive bond rather than external support systems. (Sabogal et
al., 1987; Valdivieso-Mora et al., 2016; Villarreal et al., 2005). Whatever the topic or
decision may be, the feedback from this group of individuals is an influential factor in
Hispanic millennials’ decision-making process. It is critical to recognize that familism is an
essential institution for the Hispanic population and even more in the younger generations of
Hispanics. Leaders and organizations are encouraged to consider this when creating or
promoting attractive personnel strategies for Hispanic millennial workers.
Hispanic Millennials in the Workplace
Hispanic millennials are invested in, and passionate about the American dream and
are enthusiastic and eager for career opportunities to achieve experience and flourish
professionally (Roman, 2015). The many valuable workplace characteristics seen in
millennials and the Hispanic culture are infused into today’s Hispanic millennials. From a
collectivist culture mindset, Hispanic millennials are loyal and concerned for the
organization's welfare and others they work with (Coulombe & Gill, 2016). Placing
themselves secondary and laser-focused on obtaining organizational goals, Hispanic
millennials work with an interpersonal approach that encourages all organization members to
participate in achieving organizational goals (Baeza et al., 2018).
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The Hispanic millennial civilian noninstitutional population, which is identified as the
base population representing working and not working individuals age 16 and older, shows
that Hispanic millennials make up 33.8% of the total Hispanic civilian noninstitutional
population compared to 18.34% Hispanic Baby Boomers, and 28.18% of Hispanic Gen X
(U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020c). As of 2019, Hispanic millennials had a 79.5%
participation rate based on the total Hispanic working population (U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 2020b). Lastly, the employment-population ratio, which is the percentage of the
current working population (employed), shows a population ratio of 76.2% for Hispanic
millennials, just below the 77.4% for Hispanic Gen X (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2020b). Hispanic millennials make up 41% of the working Hispanic population (U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, 2019). Hispanic millennials are a prominent and youthful group of the
Hispanic workforce.
One prominent concern for Hispanic millennials is the underrepresentation of
Hispanics in leadership and management positions (Cruz & Blancero, 2017; Eisenach, 2016;
Mundra et al., 2003). According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2020b), the
professional and management occupation category numbers for Hispanics are as followed;
10.1% in 2019, 9.6% in 2017, 9.1% in 2015. This underrepresentation in professional and
management positions could be creating pressure for Hispanic millennials professionals who
are part of predominantly Caucasian-led work environment lack inclusion and diversity
(Blancero et al., 2018; Noni & Sherbin, 2016). Without effective recruitment and retention
strategies focused on this population, business leaders will miss out on the contributions that
a cohort of intelligent, eager, linguistically advanced, and technologically savvy young adults
could make in their companies (Blancero et al., 2018).
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When it comes to career advancement for Hispanic millennial professionals, the need
for an increase in educational attainment rates is highly essential. As of 2019, Hispanics with
a bachelor’s degree completion or higher were 21% compared to 16% in 2017 (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2019b). Although this is an improvement from past years, Hispanics still fall behind
all other minority groups in bachelor’s degree completion rates. According to the National
Center for Educational Statistics (NCES), between 2000 and 2019, Hispanics' percentage of
25 to 29-year-old with high school completion or higher increased from 63% to 86%
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2020). This is a significant increase in high school
completion rates for Hispanics.
Another statistical point provided by NCES is referred to as the White-Hispanic
attainment gap. This gap represents the difference between White students’ educational
attainment to Hispanic students within the same year. When looking at the White-Hispanic
attainment gap for high school completion or higher, the percentage points narrowed from 31
percentage points in 2000 (94 White – 63 Hispanic) to 10 percentage points in 2019 (96
White – 86 Hispanic) (National Center for Education Statistics, 2020). This is due to the
increase of Hispanic high school and higher completion rate; therefore, proving as more
Hispanics attain this education level, the gap will continue to narrow, ultimately surpassing
the numbers of Whites in this category (National Center for Education Statistics, 2020).
However, when looking at attainment percentages for an associate degree or higher degree
between 2000 to 2019, Hispanics did increase from 15% attainment in 2000 to 31% in 2019.
However, when assessing the White – Hispanic attainment gap, it shows in 2000 a 29
percentage points (44 White – 15 Hispanics) and in 2019, 25 percentage points (56 White –
31 Hispanic), demonstrating that fewer Hispanics attained this level of education in 2019
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than 2000 (National Center for Education Statistics, 2020). When taking it a step further,
Hispanic attainment percentages for bachelor’s or higher degree between 2000 to 2019 did
prove an increase again from 10% in 2000 to 21% in 2019. However, the White – Hispanic
attainment gap stayed the same over the nine-year analysis; 24 percentage points (34 White –
10 Hispanic) in 2000 to 24 percentage points (45 White – 21 Hispanic) in 2019, with no
improvement (National Center for Education Statistics, 2020). Master’s or higher
demonstrated that Hispanics have the lowest percentage in educational attainment amongst
all population groups. The White – Hispanic gap widened from 4 percentage points in 2000
to 7 percentage points in 2019 (National Center for Education Statistics, 2020). This current
data proves that initiatives focused on improving Hispanics' high school completion rates
show positive results; however, when addressing higher education levels from bachelors and
above, Hispanics are still very far behind. Enhancing and improving strategies and initiatives
that specifically focus on increasing educational attainment for Hispanic millennials and
Hispanic Gen Z’s above the high school level is essential for advancing employment and
leadership opportunities in the workforce for Hispanics.
With limited studies on Hispanic millennials, the following study reported by Ortiz &
Pichardo-Diaz (2011), although outdated, provides an informative insight on behaviors of
Hispanic millennials during a four – year college term, which can apply to workplace
preparations and behaviors of incoming Hispanic millennials in the workforce. The study
states that Hispanic millennials' education experience can be negatively affected by what they
refer to as pre-college characteristics: high school attainment, poor educational foundation,
family income status, parental education level, and access to universities (Ortiz & PichardoDiaz, 2011). These very same pre-college characteristics Hispanic millennial experience from
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an educational standpoint can also translate to pre-entry encounters from a workforce
standpoint. Low education attainment, socioeconomic background, and lack of work
experience and mentorship from family all can impact access to professional employment
opportunities (Linares, 2018). The study also states that Hispanic millennial students: (1) are
more productive in collaborative and constructive environments that supports their value of
collectivism and respect for authority; (2) learn effectively in groups and provide valuable
feedback to group members; however, it can be challenging for Hispanics because it may
interrupt the peaceful dynamics; and (3) Hispanic students have a hesitation in asking
questions in class and to faculty, which leaves them to believe they are the only ones having
difficulties. These behaviors can also play out in the workforce by Hispanic millennial
employees. A culture where one can be oneself with inclusion, autonomy, empowerment, fair
treatment, and the need for continual clarity are foundational values Hispanic millennials
search for in an organization (Coulombe, 2016; Noni & Sherbin, 2016).
Another challenge the study presents is the lack of family history and experience with
college prerequisites. This can be seen in the workplace with the lack of family history and
experience with how to advance career opportunities in leadership positions and seek advice
on professional workplace concerns (Ortiz & Pichardo-Diaz, 2011). Since many Hispanic
millennials are first-generation college students, they are left to navigate the many college
expectations without guidance or support (Ortiz & Pichardo-Diaz, 2011). Having clear
instructions and expectations with guided help from the college or communities would
encourage the Hispanic millennial college experiences’ desire and favorable outcome (Ortiz
& Pichardo-Diaz, 2011). These same needs can be translated into the workplace. Having the
mentorship, sponsorship, support, and guidance to advance career goals in the
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underrepresented managerial and leadership industry would positively affect Hispanic
millennial workers (Blancero et al., 2018; Cruz & Blancero, 2017). Although this study took
place in 2011, then and present-day Hispanic millennials do not have the luxuries and
privileges of non-Hispanic millennials. Obstacles such as socioeconomic factors and resource
availability for educational and employment attainment are not readily available to Hispanic
millennials; therefore, impacting attainable and successful growth and advancement.
However, leaders must keep in mind that one unique characteristic of Hispanic millennials in
the workplace is their eagerness and deep investment in achieving success; they just need a
chance (Ortiz & Pichardo-Diaz, 2011; Roman, 2015).
Hispanic millennials in the workforce also experience institutional and perceived
discrimination in conjunction with the battle against long-term prejudices and biases.
Research shows that 50% of Hispanics experience some form of discrimination (Blancero et
al., 2018). Ethnicity-centered or even age-centered, these prejudiced stereotypes and
discriminator acts impact the Hispanic millennial psychological health and behaviors when
detected or perceived (Blancero et al., 2018). According to a study by Latin Insights, when a
group of Hispanic millennials was asked what they felt discriminated against, 64% stated for
race/ethnicity compared to 40% of the general population who indicated race/ethnicity
(Berland, 2017). Another interesting point made was that 24% of Hispanic employees stated
they are viewed very negatively in the U.S. compared to 14% by the general population who
believed Hispanics are viewed negatively in the U.S. (Berland, 2017). As shown by this
survey, Hispanic millennials are very sensitive and vulnerable to the topic of discrimination
and stereotypes because of long-term negative exposure and experiences placed on the
Hispanic population. If the level of fair and just vulnerability in a work environment is
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adverse, overall employee satisfaction is negatively impacted, and feelings of inadequacy are
present (Heron, Coseano & Bruk-Lee, 2018; Sanchez & Brock, 1996).
Hispanic millennials and Hispanic professionals find themselves eagerly optimistic in
the workforce yet feeling uncomfortable and unable to be themselves (Coulombe & Gil,
2016; Noni & Sherbin, 2016). According to Noni & Sherbin (2016), 63% of professional
Hispanics do not feel free to give their viewpoint or opinion and are not recognized or
welcomed by leaders or team members. More than three out of four professional Hispanics
believe they have to compromise or modify their appearance and behavior to been seen as
credible leaders and employees (Noni & Sherbin, 2016). This requirement placed on
Hispanic professionals to appease leadership through inauthentic communication styles,
inauthentic body language and executive presence, causes lower productivity and
engagement (Noni & Sherbin, 2016). These implicit messages and bias workplace cultures
can result in adverse outcomes for the organization and the Hispanic employee (Noni &
Sherbin, 2016). Organizations must be mindful of the culture they intend to create and the
actual culture playing out on the front lines. Leaders should take the time to understand these
discriminatory perspectives and be conscious of their significant influence on Hispanic
millennial employees (Noni & Sherbin, 2016). With Hispanic millennials representing such
an influential, growing, and significant segment of the working population, occurrences of
discrimination and biases in the workplace are not beneficial for organizations.
Hispanic millennials possess a drive and ambition larger than any other Hispanic
generational group, are willing and eager to participate in the workforce, and understand the
responsibility that is required of them in the workforce (Blancero et al., 2018). Cultural
values such as familism, the family's obligation before individual needs, and reliance on the
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input from people most important to them have positive and discouraging outcomes for
Hispanic millennials when advancing career goals. Hispanic millennials are more at a
disadvantage than their non-Hispanic millennial counterparts; however, their goal to reach
the American dream will continue motivating them to make a difference and change the
Hispanic population and society (Linares, 2018; Roman, 2015). With continual support in the
growth and preservation of their bicultural identity while affirming their heritage, Hispanic
millennials have what it takes to thrive and prosper in today’s work environment.
Today’s Hispanic millennials not only possess superpowers and value family but are
eager and appreciative of the sacrifice of generations before them. Though there are
challenges and barriers, Hispanic millennials have the intelligence, astuteness, vigor to
achieve success (Blancero et al., 2018). The generalized characteristics of Hispanic
millennial values, beliefs, and behaviors presented in this ADP will provide leaders with a
starting point to better understand how to lead, recruit, and retain Hispanic millennial workers
effectively. Moving past the 30 years of information and statistics about Hispanic
characteristics and reacting to the present-day urgency of the matter produces the need for a
deeper level of cultural understanding that only comes with the willingness to learn.
Psychological Contract & The Organization/Individual Cultural Concept
With a long history of research and study, the term psychological contract was
initiated fifty years ago by Dr. Chris Argyris (1960) during his studies related to
Organizational Behavior. According to Argyris (1960), the psychological contract, known to
him as the psychological work contract, was the relationship between a factory line employee
and their employer that would result in higher productivity and engagement if appropriately
managed. The psychological contract research continued evolving to represent a set of mutual
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expectations between the employee and employer (Levinson, 1962). Levinson’s concept
focused on the role of reciprocity between the method in which the fulfillment of
expectations and needs would result in employee commitment and engagement. (CoyleShapiro & Parzefall, 2008). These expectations encouraged employees to work harder for the
betterment of the organization if and only if the organization’s expectations were performed.
These original meanings of the psychological contract sparked an interest in looking further
into these organizational behavioral patterns, specifically about the individual’s beliefs.
As of the 1980s and 1990s, the psychological contract concept gained popularity and
began to be identified as an unwritten contract, which is fundamentally psychological and
determined by the perceptions of the beholder (Rousseau & McLean Parks, 1993).
Organizational culture guru Edward Schein (1980) also spoke of the psychological contract
in his extensive corporate culture studies. His definition of the psychological contract was
described as the mutual understanding and consistent negotiations between the organization’s
perspective and the employee’s perspective, highlighting the employee/employer relationship
and the understanding of workplace behaviors (Schein, 1980). His definition of the
psychological contract brought forth a shared and mutual mindset by both parties. This
progressive outlook brought more attention to the topic and exhibited its potential as a
prominent topic within the study of organizational behavior.
Since then, the psychological contract has continued to gain popularity. Within the
past twenty years, one prominent expert on the psychological contract has redefined the
contract as “an individual’s beliefs regarding the terms and condition of a reciprocal
exchange agreement between the focal person and another party” (Rousseau, 1989, p. 123).
This exchange is identified as the exchange between the employee and the organization and
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incorporates the actual “psyche” of the individual and the organization (Rousseau, 1995).
Employees’ expectations and assumptions, created by the reciprocated relationship with the
organization, produces experiences that can positively and negatively impact employee
engagement and behavior. However, the method in which the reciprocation occurs and at
what level the individual is content is what will prominently influence the positive or
negative outcome of expectations and assumptions that then create individual experiences
and, ultimately, behavior (Rousseau, 1989). Within the methods, reciprocation transpires that
promises are made and held as a true belief in an individual’s psychological contract
(Rousseau, 1989). Failure to meet these beliefs/promises can result in behaviors that harm the
relationship between the individual and the organization (Rousseau, 1995). This cyclical
psychological process of kept and broken promises and expectations is known to increase or
decrease employee engagement and commitment rapidly.
Unlike past researchers, Rousseau’s research reinvented the psychological contract
focus on the mental beliefs that develop at the individual level. Therefore, creating a mental
model of exchanges that influence how individuals contribute to the relationship. Figure 3
provides an example of the psychological contract process as it plays out when an employee
begins in a new organization.
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Figure 3
Development of an individual’s psychological contract (Rousseau, 1989)

Note. Employee/Employer conversations
Based on the example presented in Figure 3, when an employee performs a task or
assignment that contributes to the organization in some manner, the employee may also
expect that the organization in some form or fashion support the employee and vice versa
(Rousseau, 1989). However, the process in which the reciprocation emerges and at what level
the individual is content may impact the individuals' behaviors toward their job and,
ultimately, the organization (Rousseau, 1989). Rousseau (1995) states that engagement and
motivation are elevated when promises or commitments are made and kept by the
organization with full follow-through of the contract. Therefore, the organization/employer
relationship holds significant responsibility for the outcome of the employee’s psychological
contract and, ultimately, their behavior.
Advanced research has highlighted a very prominent facet of the psychological
contract, which is described as the breakdown between the two forms of psychological
contracts an individual can experience: relational and transactional. The relational contract is
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proposed to represent the employee’s identification and representation with the organization
through the opportunities for promotions, training, and employee engagement (Rousseau,
1995). According to Hansen & Griep (2016), relational contracts are described as
relationship-oriented, intangible, subjective, flexible, long-lasting, and requiring significant
emotional investment (p. 121). Both definitions of the relational contract demonstrate the
commitment and engagement the employee fully internalizes and aligns with the leader and
organizational values.
The second form of the psychological contract is the transactional contract. According
to Rousseau (1995), the transactional contract is identified as an employee’s skill set,
competencies, and understanding of everyday job duties. Other researchers state the
transactional contract is described as economic or materialistic, tangible, specific, static,
short-term in nature, with minimal emotional investment (Hansen & Griep, 2016, p. 121).
Within this contract, employees understand that the organization is a place of work,
processes, procedures, and tasks. There are no emotional or relational attachments and no
sense of commitment or emotional association to the organization’s mission or vision. The
transactional contract’s only expectation is getting rewarded and compensated for work
performed (Hansen & Griep, 2016). As a result, research has confirmed that the creation and
management of employees’ relational and transactional psychological contracts represent the
behaviors and ultimately determines employee performance and engagement levels
(Rousseau, 1995). Conversely, psychological contracts, whether relational or transactional,
can violate or be broken by either party creating adverse outcomes. Therefore, the full
understanding of psychological contract types and the positive and negative aspects of the
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contract imposed on the employee-employer relationship is vital for properly managing
behaviors (Hansen & Griep, 2016; Rousseau, 1989).
The psychological contract research has shown that a positive psychological contract
impacts elements of employee engagement, production, and employee/employer relationship
management (Millward & Hopkins, 1998; Eldor & Vigoda-Gadot, 2017; Rousseau, 1989).
With trust and mutuality built between the employee and employer, the psychological
contract, a mutual and unwritten agreement, complete evolution reflects the support and
influences given to an employee and the employee psychological, cognitive thinking process
that occurs (Hanif & Khan, 2016). This imperative unwritten agreement impacts the many
aspects of the employee life cycle, specifically, recruitment and retention (Hanif & Khan,
2016; Millward & Hopkins, 1998; Motyka, 2018; Van Elst, & Meurs, 2015).
As it pertains to the employee life cycle, an essential facet of the unwritten contract is
how it is made up of an employee’s cognitive system of beliefs and values shaped by preemployment, on-the-job experiences, and external factors. This cognitive higher-level
thinking prompts the individual’s formation of meaning around perception, promises, and
obligations employees and employers make to each other at all levels of the employee life
cycle (Conway & Coyle-Shapiro, 2006; Dabos & Rousseau, 2013; Rousseau, 1989; Rousseau
et al., 2018). Pre-employment, recruitment, and post-hire socialization all have different
beliefs and promises associated with the events and information presented in each phase
(Rousseau, 2001). Leaders’ responsibility to understand and foster positive employeeemployer relationships at all stages may be what improves or impairs the advancement of an
organization’s human capital strategy and competitive advancements (Del Campo et al.,
2010; Van Elst & Meurs, 2015). The study of the psychological contract has prompted very
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different perspectives of research that has and will continue influencing many different
industries to improve the well-being of all employees ultimately.
Conceptualization of the Psychological Contract Model
The nature of the psychological contract has always presented an empirical
perspective; however, when presented as a conceptualized and operationalized process and
model, its dynamic, progressive, and complexity reveal how intricate it is for research to be
translated into practice (de Almeida Eichler et al., 2017). Identified as a cognitive structure,
the psychological contract is not only an unwritten agreement, but over time is made up of
the many building blocks of mental models of schemas, promises, and the extent of
agreements between the two parties (Rousseau, 2001). Over time and with the consistency of
information from high-quality sources, more accurate predictions of actions are made
positively impacting the individual schemas and beliefs (Rousseau, 2001; Rousseau et al.,
2018). Also, managing an employee’s cognitive and subjective connections to practical
expectations are important and can be overwhelming if not clarified and exhibited for leaders
in a comprehensive method. Therefore, researchers have uncovered an operationalized phasebased psychological contract model highlighting the interphase process and intraphase
transitions. (Rousseau et al., 2018).
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Figure 4
Overview of the psychological contract and phases and their interrelations

Note. Dashed lines reflect the known relationships between the creation phase and the
exit phase, also the repair phase and the exit phase.
As noted in Figure 4, these processes work and are driven by the factors of
obligations, promises, contributions, and inducements, which can change over time and by
context. (Rousseau et al., 2018). When it comes to the psychological contract, the concept of
time has not been taken into consideration when assessing the stages and outcomes. An
operationalized model will allow for further understanding and practical interpretation for
leaders to better manage the psychological contract.
To address the concept of time, it is essential to visualize and understand the phases
of the psychological contract process. The phases identified in the psychological contract
conceptualized model are creation, maintenance, renegotiation, and repair. Each phase
involves different forms of thinking and behavior, resulting in different outcomes for the
employee and employer.
Having a clear understanding of each phase from the employee and employer
perspective may better inform leaders of their responsibilities and duties in managing the
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psychological contract (Rousseau et al., 2018). Another aspect of the conceptualized model is
the use of key self-regulatory mechanisms such as goals, affect, and feedback. During the
contract phases, positive or negative forms of what they describe as “disruptions” will impact
an emotional response. However, in this model, what matters is the individual’s feeling or
valence of the emotional response that determines whether it is positive or negative
(Rousseau et al., 2018). Throughout the time of the contract, the individual partakes in
cognitive efforts to identify discrepancies and how to manage or reduce them (Rousseau et
al., 2018).
The operationalized model identifies goal setting, feedback, and the role of affect as
the key mechanism to creating a positive or negative outcome. The practice of goal setting
and attainment with the understanding that changes in goals are inevitable and require
continual feedback will help leaders and employees seek mutual understanding through
ongoing conversations and check-ins (Rousseau et al., 2018). The ability for organizations to
encourage psychological contracts that foster resilience and joint adaptability while
respecting individual goals will create a culture of positive change (Rousseau et al., 2018).
Responding to employees' needs in a rapid and timely manner is also imperative to
maintaining a positive psychological contract (Rousseau et al., 2018). The dynamic model
provides a clear and practical overview of each phase and the possible outcomes that come
with the cognitive efforts made by both the employee and employer. This model will be one
of the models utilized in this ADP project’s leadership participatory program series and will
provide a foundational platform for translating the research into practice.
The ability for organizations and employees to effectively manage and maintain
psychological contracts requires intentional efforts from both sides (Rousseau et al., 2018).
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Having the ability to walk through a visual snapshot of four phases together, and then each
phase individually, will provide an actionable and tangible understanding of how a contract
works through the timeframe of its existence (Rousseau et al., 2018). Also, awareness of how
the different elements such as affect, velocity of time, goal setting, and feedback impact
positive and negative outcomes will help inform behavioral decisions and actions made by
leaders (Rousseau et al., 2018). Overall, the new psychological contract operationalized
model begins to close the gap between research and practice to create a mutual understanding
of organizational behaviors.
Conceptualization of the Organization/Individual Cultural Model
When assessing Hispanic millennial professionals’ motivations in the workplace, a
holistic and systematic perspective is recommended to successfully recruit and retain this
ambitious population (Blancero et al., 2018; Coulombe & Gil, 2016). According to Blancero
et al. (2018), leaders who create an environment that emulates innovation and inclusivity will
give Hispanic millennial professionals a reason to feel proud to be part of the organization.
This is very important to the Hispanic millennial employee. No longer tolerant or compliant
to discriminatory practices and passionate about being accepted and acknowledged for their
skills and contributions, Hispanic millennials are vigilant and seeking organizations that
embody these traits (Blancero et al., 2018).
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Figure 5
Organization/Individual cultural model for Hispanic millennial professionals

Note: This figure demonstrates the dual pathway for the individual Hispanic
millennial and the organization to create an engaged Hispanic millennial leadership.
The organization/individual cultural model holistically highlights the factors and
perspectives an organization and Hispanic millennial employee require to both be successful
in the workplace (Blancero et al., 2018). The demographic changes on both the Hispanic and
millennial generation population create an individual with biculturalism traits who look for
organizations that embrace inclusion, discourage discriminatory actions and policies, and
know their background and culture (Blancero et al., 2018). The model demonstrates the
cultural standpoint required of the Hispanic millennial professional and the organization to
effectively recruit and retain Hispanic millennial professionals (Blancero et al., 2018). Seen
in the model by dual pathways, the organization and Hispanic millennial workers must both
work independently and together (Blancero et al., 2018). Leaders and organizations that
acknowledge this model's components as vital reference points when making personnel
decisions may experience positive engagement levels of Hispanic millennial workers
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(Blancero et al., 2018). Having the ability to walk through the cultural model will provide
leaders with an unconventional perspective not usually included in traditional leadership
training. Comprehending this perspective and ensuring the importance of these cultural
components will help maximize the full potential of Hispanic millennial professionals.
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CHAPTER III: PROJECT APPROACH
The purpose of this project was to use a review of the literature to inform the
development of a participatory leadership program series for upper management who aim to
change and/or improve their organizations’ recruitment and retention strategies of
professional Hispanic millennials. Professional Hispanic millennials continue to be
underrepresented among management and other positions (Blancero et al., 2007). Knowing
more about Hispanic millennial professionals’ work traits and behaviors, culture, and
psychological contract will inform business leaders of the interrelationship to better support
the employee/employer relationship. A transparent, good-faith and well-informed
employee/employer relationship resulted in positive affectivity and increased employee
engagement, therefore optimistically influencing an organization’s competitive advantage
(Eldor & Vigoda-Gadot, 2017; Millward & Hopkins, 1998; Rousseau, 1989). The ability for
leaders and employees to make and keep positive and balanced psychological contracts
requires mutual understanding and the ability for modifications and responsibility from both
sides (Rousseau, 1996). The cost of increased turnover and loss of Hispanic and Hispanic
millennial intellectual capital should be a primary factor in assessing and reassessing
recruitment and retention strategies (Guerrero & Posthuma, 2014; Foley et al., 2002;
Rousseau, 1996). Informed by the extensive review of literature, the proposed participatory
leadership program series comprises a holistic perspective.
Research Questions
The following research questions guided this project:
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•

RQ 1: How can gaining understanding and knowledge of the Hispanic millennial
professional psychological contract and cultural attributes effectively inform
organizational strategies focused on improving recruitment and retention efforts?

•

RQ2: Based on the psychological contract phases and the organization/individual
cultural model of professional Hispanic millennials, what effective approaches can
organizations and leaders use to sustain/improve recruitment and retention efforts?

•

RQ3: Based on the psychological contract phases and the organization/individual
cultural model for professional Hispanic millennials, what challenges and barriers can
organizations and leaders expect when implementing or improving recruitment and
retention efforts?
Conceptual Frameworks and Project Approach
The conceptual frameworks chosen to inform the development of the participatory

leadership program series are grounded by a prominent psychological theory known as the
psychological contract theory and an exclusive model known as the organization/individual
cultural model. The psychological contract theory is defined as an employee’s unwritten
cognitive system of beliefs influenced by pre-employment, on-the-job experiences, and
external factors (Rousseau, 1989). These beliefs impact the individual’s formation of
meaning around perceptions, promises, and obligations between employers and employees
(Conway & Coyle-Shapiro, 2006; Dabos & Rousseau, 2013; Rousseau, 1989; Rousseau et
al., 2018). The organization/individual cultural model holistically highlights the factors and
perspectives an organization and Hispanic millennial employee require to both be successful
in the workplace (Blancero et al., 2018). The model also highlights the recommended
aspects and features from a needed cultural standpoint of the Hispanic millennial professional
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and the organization to effectively recruit and retain Hispanic millennial professionals
(Blancero et al., 2018). Represented in the model by dual pathways, organization and
Hispanic millennial worker, satisfactory management by both parties is most likely to form
an engaged Hispanic millennial workforce (Blancero et al., 2018). By translating and
utilizing the psychological contract theory’s many factors, and the organization/individual
cultural concept as main models, essential learning objectives for the leadership program
series framework were shaped.
The psychological contract conceptualization and operationalized model presented by
Rousseau et al. (2018) act as the primary model for the leadership program series. The
organization/individual cultural model is the second model in the leadership program series
that lays out in detail the dual pathways that encourage the creation of a positive and engaged
Hispanic millennial professional workforce (Blancero et al., 2018). In repositioning the core
principles of the psychological contract conceptualized model and the
organization/individual cultural model, the foundational pillars to the participatory leadership
program series were created. The two models and concepts will instruct and translate into
relevant and applicable teaching methods for participants to learn about the many functions
of the employee psychological contract and individual/organizational drivers of cultural
behavior. With numerous features and aspects involved in these comprehensive models,
optimistically, leaders will be able to gain a new skill set much different than traditional
leadership teaching.
The method in which the leadership program series would be facilitated centers
around the facilitation process utilized in Participatory Action Research (PAR). This
facilitation method became the final framework used in the creation of the leadership
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program series. PAR is a reflective research method that values the inquiry of all participants
through the PAR’s three focus areas; participatory (organizational life), action (experience),
and research (thought) together create an inclusive method in which organizational, world
views, personal experiences, knowledge, science, and thought result in actionable change
(Baum et al., 2006; Chevalier & Buckles, 2013). The philosophical underpinnings of PAR
require participants to maintain a reflective cycle of thinking to empower action
(MacDonald, 2012). PAR gives value to the diversity of thought and understanding through
shared experiences for the purpose of uncovering mutual solutions and outcomes that lead to
sustainable change (MacDonald, 2012). The activities and facilitation methods of PAR
utilize an interpersonal foundation, which is the primary reason for the utilization of this
framework for the participatory leadership program series. The reflective and personalized
experiences sharing will be highly encouraged throughout the leadership program series
duration. With all three frameworks, the participatory leadership program series may give
leaders imperative knowledge to impact the development of cultural consciousness and
transform organizational structures and relationships for the advancement of Hispanic
millennial professionals.
Learning Objectives
The proposed three-day participatory leadership program series follows specific PAR
approaches focused on the cyclic process of research, reflection, and action. Throughout the
learning session, leaders will gain an understanding of Hispanics, Hispanic millennials, and
the employee psychological contract. In addition, current data and statistical numbers about
Hispanics and Hispanic millennials will be shared. The fundamental objective is for leaders
to better understand the individualism of Hispanic millennial professionals and to then impart
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change through specific actions in themselves and the organization. Actions such as
promoting unique work approaches, positive organizational incentives for focused retention
and recruitment efforts, and foundational advocacy focus on the advancement of professional
Hispanic millennials. These and other actions will be a result of the leaders’ commitment to
advancing their understanding of Hispanic millennials and working together with them in
solving and creating outcomes that will advance cultural disparities currently in the
workplace. Lastly, the knowledge gained from the leadership program series may provide the
needed knowledge and actionable methods to improve the recruitment and retention efforts
for Hispanic millennial professionals.
Leaders who proactively seek out knowledge to resolve the concerns facing Hispanic
millennial professionals will not only gain awareness of effective recruitment and retention
strategies but also gain a holistic economic and demographic understanding to better prepare
for the growing number of Hispanic millennials and younger who will make up 52% of the
Hispanic population (Blancero et al., 2018; U.S. Census Bureau, 2017a). In 2019,
professional Hispanic millennials represented educated, bicultural, diverse, and progressive
individuals who will impact the workplace (Bialik & Fry, 2019). Creating understanding and
addressing possible institutional biases will also help organizations stay competitive and
build a robust, inclusive human capital foundation (Blancero et al., 2018). By learning of the
research and data about the Hispanic millennial professional, self-reflection around personal
experiences, and setting proactive personal and organizational goals to create change through
action, leaders may engage in a dynamic educational process.
The following learning objectives are a guide to highlight the overall steps which will
take place in and out of the leadership program series.
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1. Set goals
a. Review five learning outcomes
To satisfy the most effective learning needs, the leadership program
learning series will (1) demonstrate the relevance of the program learning
series and its relationship to organizational success (2) apply participants’
experiences and allow participants to share their experiences (3) create an
environment for open discussions about their concerns (4) encourage the
intentional mental process of self-reflection (5) contribute to improving daily
interactions (Al-Bayati, 2019).
b. Gain an understanding of the current individual leader outlook when it comes
to leading. (Pre-session self-assessment for leaders)
c. Review Data and Research
i. Review current data and information on Hispanic millennials
ii. Review other data and information relevant to Hispanics & millennials
iii. Understand organization/individual cultural model roadmap
1. Review its impact
iv. Understand the psychological contract model
1. Review its impact
d. Uncover solutions focused on recruitment and retention strategies for
Hispanic millennial professionals
2. Learning strategies to be utilized
a. Real-world examples
b. Learning exercises related to models
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i. Influence
ii. Feedback
iii. Communication
iv. How to deal with the change
v. Time sensitivity
3. How to create continual use of learning strategies
a. Online learning options
4. Monitor progress/Access impact of learning
a. Follow up meetings
5. Create cycles of continuous improvement
The purpose of the leadership program series learning objectives is to provide a
snapshot of what leaders will encounter during the learning series. These main components
are imperative for leaders to acknowledge and engage in tangible solutions.
Instructional Facilitation Methods
The results and outcomes of traditional PAR is a result of the practical application of
collaborative creative blends of exercises, interactive group dynamics, rigorous scientific
thinking with a personal and interpersonal approach that all together focus on the
improvement of organizational processes and performance (Chevalier & Buckles, 2013).
Other forms of learning options will also take place, such as lectures, role-playing, online
learning, and active learning activities.
Table 1 shows an example of how one of the three days of the leadership
participatory program series is organized. The complete program is illustrated in Appendix
A.
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Table 1
Day 1 Learning Outcomes for the Leadership Program Series
Day 1 - Learning Outcome

Recommended Time

Learning series guidelines and expectations

10 Min

Training objectives

20 Min

Discuss pre-session self-assessment

20 Min

Session 1 – “You are now an Industrial Organizational
psychologist.”

30 Min

Organization/individual cultural model

30 Min

Overview of research and data of Hispanics

45 Min

Overview of research and data of Hispanic millennials

30 Min

Engage in activities

45 Min

Close with reflection activity (Lunch and breaks are provided however not

30 Min

included in this outline)

Note. This table demonstrates the Day 1 of the learning outcomes of the participatory
leadership program series
Participants in this leadership program series will require a mindset that shifts the
autopilot way of leading and thinking that many leaders revert to (Llopis, 2014). The
leadership program series will challenge leaders to reveal their hesitations and assumptions
that impact everyday decision making. Leaders must be reminded that uniting the
organization's goals with individual employee attributes can result in more productivity and
efficiency (Llopis & Eber, 2019). Building an organizational culture that embraces diversity
of thought and differences to focus on individuals will allow for innovation and effective
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process thinking (Llopis & Eber, 2019). Ultimately, the intention of this participatory
leadership program series is to equip eager and willing leaders with the tools and knowledge
required to create positive change for not only Hispanic workers but also other minority
groups.
The question for leaders in this learning environment to ask themselves is whether
they are ready to be the first to make a stand and, ultimately, a change. It is proven that
continual resistance to change and ongoing challenges will attempt to place all efforts made
by leaders and organizations back into the standardized method of leading many leaders
frequently and unknowingly find themselves (Llopis & Eber, 2019). Will each leader have
the drive and urgency to create just one first momentum of change? Yet, will each leader
have the courage and be ready to be the first? What many leaders will discover when faced
with this form of learning is that this shift in thinking is not an easy one. However, it can be
one that results in positive and much-needed transformation. Today’s diverse population will
continue to influence the workplace in many facets (Mizrahi, 2019). Therefore, leaders who
are brave enough to take a stand and be the first to challenge the status quo may find the path
of success for themselves and those they lead.
Summary
The project approach was to use a review of the literature to inform the development
of a participatory leadership program series for upper management who aim to change and/or
improve their organizations’ recruitment and retention strategies of professional Hispanic
millennials. The repositioned frameworks utilized for this project approach grounded the
leadership program series’ basis with primary models used as roadmaps that translate into
relevant and applicable teaching methods. The facilitation process seen in PAR, which
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revolves around self-reflection, experience, and research, informed the intentional learning
experience of participants. Leaders who complete the program series would have learned
imperative statistical and cultural attributes about the Hispanic millennial professional and
gain knowledge about the psychological contract of employees. The leadership program
series is a holistic method of understanding the viewpoints and behaviors of the Hispanic
millennial persona and professional.
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CHAPTER IV: FINDINGS, EVALUATION OF FINDINGS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of Chapter IV is to answer the research questions, present the completed
Participatory Program Series for Leaders, and present implications and future research. Each
section contains detailed conclusions that synthesize key learnings. Best approaches and
practices that focus on how to recruit and retain Hispanic millennial professionals effectively
are revealed with also identifying the barriers that could arise. The chapter concludes with an
overall summation of recommendations and closing thoughts.
A training method to help leaders understand the interrelationship between Hispanic
millennial professionals' psychological contract and culture was proposed and evaluated in
this ADP. The transformation from research into practice can appear complex and intangible
as learning opportunities. However, this integration may present a revolutionary growth and
knowledge sharing for leaders that encompass the functions of practice and research. The
overall success of Hispanic millennial professionals is vital to advancing the Hispanic
community and society (Blancero et al., 2018; Cruz & Blancero, 2017).
Findings
Research Question 1
RQ 1: How can gaining understanding and knowledge of the Hispanic millennial
professional psychological contract and cultural attributes effectively inform organizational
strategies focused on improving retention and recruitment efforts?
The first research question focused on determining if gaining understanding and
knowledge of the employee psychological contract and cultural attributes could effectively
inform recruitment and retention strategies of Hispanic millennial professionals. Based on the
literature, this understanding can inform strategies; specifically, when achieving a higher
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level of understanding and knowledge in relations to (a) employee psychological contract
dynamism and culture (b) Hispanic cultural qualities and traits in the workplace (c) Hispanic
millennial professional qualities and characteristics in the workplace. This understanding can
help business leaders formulate effective recruitment and retention strategies for Hispanic
millennials.
The research confirmed that knowledge and understanding of Hispanic cultural
attributes and its relations with the employee psychological contract would equip leaders
with the needed skill set to lead and inform organizational recruitment and retention
strategies focused on Hispanic millennial professionals. This was confirmed by exploring the
research in detail by the following topics: (1) employee psychological contract in the
workplace; (2) employee psychological contract and culture in the workplace; (3) Hispanic
cultural components and the workplace; and (4) Hispanic millennial components and the
workplace. Overall, the research confirms that the more knowledge and experience in the
topic presented, the higher the probability leaders have to inform effective recruitment, and
retention strategies for Hispanic millennial professionals led with a cultural lens.
Employee Psychological Contract in the Workplace
Conway and Coyle-Shapiro (2006), Hanif and Khan (2016), and Rousseau (2011)
examined the link between the employee and employer mutual and unwritten agreement that
reflects the support and influences given to an employee. Also, research outcomes have
confirmed the interconnectedness between the employee psychological, cognitive thinking
process, and organizational behavior and performance (Hanif & Kahn, 2016). The
psychological contract research foundation is focused on the method in which human needs
are met in the workplace (Rousseau, 2003). Research has shown that employee performance,
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aligned employee interest, and high employee motivation is a result of a positive fulfilled
psychological contract (Conway & Coyle Shapiro, 2006; Rousseau, 2011). When a breach or
disturbance in the employee psychological contract transpires, it can appear as a lack of
support, inadequate leadership practices, mediocre human resources management, unfulfilled
promises and obligations, and lack of mutuality and reciprocity (de Almeida Eichler et al.,
2017; Rousseau, 2011; Rousseau, 2003). Therefore, the influence leaders play in managing
an employee's psychological contract is vital and one of the determining factors of an
employee’s decision to stay or leave an organization (Guerrero & Herrbach, 2008; Rousseau,
2011).
Also, research findings have shown that trust, good faith relationships, employee
interests served and aligned with the leader/organization, and a focus on positively fulfilling
the psychological contract can result in higher employee engagement and satisfaction (Hanif
& Khan, 2016; Rousseau, 1996; Rousseau, 2011). Through the leader’s setting of realistic
and honest expectations and an intentional focus on managing the creation and delivery of
promises, trustful and fair perceptions will be displayed by leaders to employees (Conway &
Coyle-Shapiro, 2006; Guerrero & Herrbach, 2008). With both the employee and employer’s
willingness to be flexible, make continual adjustments throughout the psychological contract
process, and create a bridge for open renegotiations and understanding, a balanced and robust
relationship will create effective organizational outcomes (Guerrero & Herrbach, 2008).
Understanding that organizational resources such as human resource practices,
communication methods and tools, employee benefits, informal networks management, and
leadership’s attention to employee needs are essential to managing a positive psychological
contract (Conway & Coyle-Shapiro, 2006; Dabos & Rousseau, 2013). These vital factors’
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mismanagement can cause distribution and or a breach in the employee psychological
contract, creating a negative emotional affect state (Guerrero & Herrbach, 2008). Full
awareness and knowledge of the psychological process and its relationship to behavior will
equip leaders with a new skill set focused on a personalized method of relating to employees.
Employee Psychological Contract and Culture in the Workplace
The limited amount of research about the interrelationship between culture,
Hispanics, minorities, and the psychological contract has shown to be a vital topic in the
employee/employer relationship. When speaking to the issue of fairness and discrimination,
any employee perception of discriminatory actions or behaviors by leaders or the
organization will cause a negative impact on the employee's psychological (Del Campo et al.,
2010). Organizational commitments and goals to diversity and inclusion will be highly
noticed and judged by minority employees, which, when perceived as sincere and true to its
nature, will create positive affect and a positive psychological contract (Del Campo et al.,
2010; Kong & Jolly, 2019). More than ever, what minority employees need from leaders and
organizations is the flexibility in their employee-employer relationship and work conditions
to create freedom of thought, individualism, and a continual sense of safety when
renegotiation occurs in the psychological contract (Tufan & Wednt, 2019; Rousseau, 1996).
The method in which minority employees decode information, judge situations, perceive
ethnic discrimination, and feel valued are all created through employee organizational
experiences (Thomas et al., 2003; Rousseau, 2011). Organizations should not assume that
cultural differences amongst their minority employees are received and perceived in the same
method and with the same meaning as Anglo employees (Thomas et al., 2003). The
organizations that understand the magnitude and significance of diversity will be better
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positioned to recruit and retain minority employees (Coulombe & Gil, 2016). Leaders and
organizational influencers who understand the needs of the minority employee and engage in
genuine and honest connectivity now more than ever will drive positive psychological
contracts (Rousseau, 1996; Rousseau, 2011). Encouraging a balanced, personalized, open,
and needs-based employer-employee relationship maybe the new way of leading.
Hispanic Cultural Components and the Workplace
Hispanic professionals in the workforce represent many different Hispanic American
subcultures reflecting various countries of origin, socioeconomic backgrounds, and cultural
traditions (Guerrero & Posthuma, 2014). Hispanic employees’ distinct values, experiences,
norms, unique subculture values, and the larger Hispanic cultural values make each person
different and also shape differences in workplace perceptions and experiences (Del Campo et
al., 2010; Blancero et al., 2007). Cultural values for Hispanics relate and are interconnected
to performance, motivation, perception creation, and behavior (Stone et al., 2006). While
understanding the psychological contract of Hispanic employees, employers’ promises and
obligations are interwoven into the contract, resulting in met or unmet and filled or unfilled
outcomes (Chrobot, 2003). Unmet and Unfilled promises and obligations are correlated to a
decrease in job satisfaction and commitment, therefore, encouraging leaders to be more
cognizant of how the promises and obligations are obtained and received in the contract and
other organizational components such as policies, communication outlets, etc. (Gallegos &
Ferdman, 2007; Sanchez & Brock, 1996). The efforts made by an organization to promote
effective diversity and inclusion principles are highly correlated to whether a Hispanic
employee perceives the efforts as fair and trustworthy (Rodriguez-Calcagno & Brewer,
2005).
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If mismanaged or perceived highly as unfair, Hispanic employees will feel isolated
and have high levels of stress resulting in negative job performance (Del Campo et al., 2010);
Rodriguez-Calcagno & Brewer, 2005). Today’s leaders and organizations are encouraged to
assess current human capital strategies and consider HR strategies more culturally conscious
(Stone et al., 2006). These strategies could include delivering programs such as mentoring,
coaching, education reimbursement or attainment, training, work apprenticeships and
experience, and policies focused on family (Mundra et al., 2003). Leaders are also
encouraged to advance their skills and knowledge about their Hispanic employees to interact
better and communicate effectively.
Hispanic Millennial Components and the Workplace
The Hispanic millennial professional is a unique, capable, proficient, skillful, and
smart population. Their multi-qualities comprise generational, cultural, and bilingual
aptitudes (Roman, 2015; Soat, 2014). Their ability to connect and relate with older Hispanics
and millennial peers gives them a cultural richness not seen in any other population
(Blancero et al., 2018; Orchowski, 2014; Roman, 2015). Concurrently embracing their
American and Latin values, Hispanic millennials, and their younger cohort will impact the
Hispanic population and the American workforce (Roman, 2015). Hispanic millennials are
attracted to organizations that encourage them to be their authentic self and make them feel
comfortable (Coulombe & Gil, 2016). Providing family-centric policies and benefits fulfills
their need to support their family (Blancero & DelCampo, 2007; Erickson, 2014). Also,
human resource strategies such as mentorship, career advancement, educational resources,
and flexibility are highly beneficial to Hispanic millennial employees' performance (Baeza,
2018; Coulombe & Gil, 2016).
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Organizations are encouraged to present Hispanic millennial employees with realistic
expectations and obligations and monitor perceptions of discrimination and fairness (Baeza,
2018; Foley et al., 2002). If leaders fail to do so, this will create increased stress levels and
turnover rates (Foley et al., 2002). However, through the shift in demographics, organizations
and leaders are encouraged to understand employee needs, priorities better, and preferences,
which are defining and influencing organizational strategies (Llopis, 2014; Rousseau, 1996).
With the right human capital, leadership mindset, and a holistic focus on Hispanic
millennials employees, organizations that recognize this overlooked population will gain an
unprecedented competitive advantage (Blancero et al., 2018; Roman, 2015).
In answering Research Question 1, the research confirmed that leaders who gain
knowledge and understanding of the employee psychological contract in the workplace and
its relationship with culture along with Hispanic and Hispanic millennial cultural components
in the workplaces gain a skill set to lead and inform more effective organizational
recruitment and retention strategies for Hispanic millennial professionals and other minority
groups. The extensive knowledge, experience, and practice in the topics presented offer a
higher probability that leaders led with a holistic cultural and psychological outlook.
Research Question 2
The second research question was devised to reveal proven and effective approaches
and best practices that a leader or organization can make to positively impact recruitment and
retention strategies of professional Hispanic millennial employees.
RQ2: Based on the psychological contract phases and the organization/individual
cultural model of professional Hispanic millennials, what effective approaches can
organizations and leaders use to sustain/improve recruitment and retention efforts?
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Research has shown that effective approaches to support the improvement and
sustainability of recruitment and retention efforts for Hispanic millennial professionals must
focus on tangible strategies seen in human resource policies and programs and encourage
knowledge and learning opportunities for leaders to gain mutual understanding (Blancero et
al., 2018). The reconfiguration of human resource policies and programs may consider
strategies such as the implementation of coaching, mentoring, training, career advancement
opportunities, internships, apprenticeships, related educational programs, and joining
Hispanic base affiliations (Blancero et al., 2018; Blancero & DelCampo, 2005; Berland,
2017; Baeza et al., 2018; Cruz & Blancero, 2017; Roman, 2015). In addition, setting detailed
expectations pre and post job posting for new Hispanic millennial hires will assure a holistic
and clear understanding by the employee (Lub et al., 2016; Ortiz & Pichardo-Diaz, 2011;
Rousseau et al., 2018; Zupan et al., 2018). Creating structured career pathways, benefits
packages with a Hispanic cultural centric foundation, and a broader Hispanic representation
in leadership are proven methods favored by Hispanic millennial professionals (Baeza, 2018;
Blancero et al., 2018; Coulombe & Gil, 2016; Gallup Inc., 2016). When it pertains to
creating mutual understanding between employee and employer, leaders are highly
encouraged to take time and effort to understand their minority employees better (ChrobotMason, 2003; Thomas et al., 2003; Tufan & Wednt, 2019). Through personalized actions
such as one-on-one meetings, focus groups, surveys, engaging with the workforce directly,
and being open to knowing them as a person, leaders will gain substantial knowledge and
information to influence recruitment and retention strategies (Llopis & Eber, 2019). Leaders
in time will discover that answers to organizational concerns are found within their own
workforce. Therefore, leaders are encouraged to be intentional about gaining knowledge that
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shifts perspectives back to the organization’s roots and mission in order to create positive
change within themselves and their leadership purpose.
Research Question 3
The third research question was devised to reveal what challenges and barriers leaders
and organizations can expect when implementing or improving recruitment and retention
strategies for Hispanic millennial professionals.
RQ3: Based on the psychological contract phases and the organization/individual
cultural model for professional Hispanic millennials, what challenges and barriers can
organizations and leaders expect when implementing or improving recruitment and retention
efforts?
Research has shown that leaders’ and organizations’ actions create many challenges
and barriers when implementing or improving recruitment and retention strategies for
Hispanic millennials professionals. Mismanagement of employees’ needs and organizational
employee resources are linked to creating either positive or negative psychological contracts
(Coulombe & Gil, 2016; de Almeida Eichler et al., 2017). In addition, a lack of knowledge,
understanding, and support will hinder the organization’s ability to recruit and retain
Hispanic millennial professionals (Coulombe & Gil, 2016; Hanif & Khan, 2016). The most
prominent ongoing barriers that are shown to create challenges and obstacles are (a)
ineffective support of educational attainment, (b) lack of advancement in career path and
readiness, (c) lack of integration with minority communities and higher education affiliates,
(d) a lack of authentic diversity and inclusion efforts, and (e) retaining leaders who continue
leading with a standardized mindset of business that no longer is an accurate representation
of the current demographic picture (Baeza, 2018; Blancero et al., 2018; Coulombe & Gil,
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2016; Llopis, 2015; Ortiz & Pichardo-Diaz, 2011). In addition, the lack of understanding of
cultural nuances and the absence of Hispanic and minority leaders within an organization’s
leadership team will impede the opportunities to attract and retain Hispanic millennials and
minority employees (Blancero et al., 2018; Noni & Sherbin, 2016; U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 2020c).
The research has also shown that Hispanic millennials want to feel comfortable in
their work environment (Coulombe & Gil, 2016; Noni & Sherbin, 2016). They also wish for
the reciprocity of respect and confidence as granted to other populations (Blancero et al.,
2018). If leaders and organizations are not ready and equipped to face the demographic and
cultural shift occurring in today’s workplace, they may impose unnecessary adversity for
employees and the future success of the organization (Llopis, 2014). As proven in the first
research question, organizational leaders who intentionally pursue knowledge and
information about their current and future Hispanic millennial workforce will begin the
intense psychological process of changing perspectives and, ultimately, behavior. Through
empathy and appreciation of the differences present amongst employees, both Hispanic
millennial professionals and their leaders will acquire the needed experiences and
deliberations to begin the process of shifting perspectives to create organizational strategies
and policies that are in favor of all employees but most importantly, Hispanic millennial
employees (Johnson et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2003).
Participatory Program Series for Leaders
The three-day participatory leadership program series for organizational leaders aims
to encourage the reassessment and improvement of recruitment and retention strategies for
professional Hispanic millennials. Before going into detail about the program series, it is
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imperative to understand that all training components, training objectives, exercises, and
training outcomes are a result of the extensive review of literature achieved by this project.
The repositioned frameworks of the psychological contract theory and the
organization/individual cultural concept deliver the primary models taught in the leadership
program series. The facilitation and instructional guidelines and participant expectations are
grounded by the facilitation approach of PAR. It is important to acknowledge that the PAR
approach highly encourages the integration of the researcher (in this situation, the trainer)
and the participants to uncover concerns and solutions (Baum et al., 2006; Chevalier &
Buckles, 2013). For the leadership participatory program series, the trainer and the
participants will work together to better understand the culture and psychological factors that
contribute to positive recruitment and retention strategies for Hispanic millennials in their
organization. With a focus on reflective inquiry and the three key factors that make up PAR;
participatory (organizational life), action (experience), and research (thought), participants
will be encouraged to step out of their comfort zones and gain a better awareness of their role
as leaders (Baum et al., 2006; Chevalier & Buckles, 2013). The following frameworks and
facilitation method are the foundation of the leadership program series.
Before the first day of the leadership program series, all participants will have two
responsibilities; review and agree to follow the guidelines and expectations to attend the
learning series (See Appendix A), and complete the leadership program series skills
questionnaire, which will measure participants’ knowledge, understanding, and experience
with specific leadership, culture, and psychological contract concepts and ideas foundational
to the program series (see Appendix A). Throughout the program series, it is imperative for
participants to fully embrace the program series expectations provided to them to help
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establish a positive mental health state that will encourage the (1) acceptance of personal and
professional capacities and limitations, (2) seeing and treating individuals for who they are,
(3) having the flexibility and composure under pressure, (4) use capabilities in service of
others and their self-fulfillment, and (5) seeing and appreciating the good in all sources.
(Meckler et al., 2003). The realization of the interdependency between leaders, employees,
and the organizational mission, and the ability to manage personal feelings and change, are
vital human behaviors required for long-term behavioral change (Meckler et al., 2003). The
leadership program series will continuously focus on demonstrating interdependency and
understanding the management of emotions and change.
Participatory Program Series for Leaders - Day One
At the start of the leadership program series, participants will review the training
timeline, training guidelines and expectations, and training objectives. All training objectives
will utilize the SMART goal criteria to ensure achievement and measure success (SMART is
an acronym that stands for Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-Bound).
As a method to center participants out of their leadership mindset, participants will be asked
to imagine they are no longer leaders but are now Industrial Psychologist. On Day 1,
participants will engage in high-level teachings of two prominent theories: Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs theory and Hofstede’s cultural dimensions theory. The learning of
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs will provide participants with a perspective on fundamental
motivations pertaining to foundational human needs. Although somewhat controversial in its
meaning, the Maslow’s theory confirms that physiological and safety are the top two human
needs required to create motivation (McLeod, 2018). The third need, identified as
love/belonging, focuses on the need for humans to feel accepted and loved (McLeod, 2018).
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This could be through maintaining relationships such as family, friends, support groups, book
clubs, etc. Understanding these concepts will provide participants with well known, researchproven evidence of the impact human needs has on motivation and behavior. Multiple table
activities will take place to assure understanding and compare how the hierarchy of needs
relates to the workplace.
The next theory that will be presented is the Hofstede’s cultural dimensions theory,
which revolves around six basic dimensions/issues that a society of people require in order to
be organized (Hofstede Insights, n.d.). Hofstede’s research compares culturally relevant
values of individual behavior, organizations, social categories, and institutions (Hofstede
Insights, n.d.). The extensive research and studies of how values in the workplace are
influenced by culture have been Hofstede’s lifelong work (Hofstede Insights, n.d.). Utilizing
the tools provided by Hofstede, participants will be able to compare the specific Hispanic
countries that make up the U.S. Hispanic population, such as Mexico representing 62% of
American Hispanics, to understand the inherent values and behaviors that come with having
a specific origin background compared to other country backgrounds (U.S. Census Bureau,
2019b). Participants will also be able to understand how the Hofstede dimensions, which are
identified as power distance index (PDI), individualism vs. collectivism (IDV), masculinity
vs. femininity (MAS), uncertainty vs. avoidance index (UAI), long-term vs. short-term
orientation (LTO), and indulgence vs. restraint (IVR), play a specific role in human behavior
and motivation (Hofstede Insights, n.d.). This proven and research-driven perspective will
also provide participants with vital information and knowledge to set the stage for the next
learning objective. The teaching of both theories will inform participants that it is not always
what we know or think we know that appears normal across all people and cultures. Cultural
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differences and dynamics play a role in behavior and motivation in the workplace (Hofstede
Insight, n.d.). It is in having a better understanding of the root of behavior that participants
will gain a different perspective to direct effective and informed thinking and decision
making. Following this section, participants will review with their colleagues their learning
program skills questionnaire to reflect and share experiences and knowledge in a group table
setting (See Appendix A).
Once all sharing and group activity are completed, participants will then begin
learning about the first model, the organization/individual cultural model. A comprehensive
review of data and statistics about Hispanics and Hispanic millennials will also follow. This
information and data introduction will be shared from a research perspective and then a
practitioner leadership perspective demonstrating the translation from numbers to real
organizational challenges. For example, understanding the data around the number of
Hispanic millennials and younger in the workplace would (1) inform leaders of the large
footprint this young working population has compared to other races, (2) allow for the
assessment or reassessment of recruitment and retention strategies to prevent large losses due
to turnover, and (3) demonstrate the need for genuine diversity and inclusion efforts. The
teaching of the organization/individual cultural model will highlight the pathways
organizations and the Hispanic millennial individual require to have an engaged workforce.
The day would wrap up with final activities and a recap.
Participatory Program Series for Leaders - Day Two
Day Two of the learning series will begin with a self-assessment for participants to
take. Once completed, the focus will be on the operationalized psychological contract model
by Rousseau et al. (2018) described in the article ‘A dynamic phase model of psychological
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contract processes.’ The teaching of this model will allow participants to walk through the
phases of an employee's psychology through a visual step by step roadmap. Research has
shown that the nature of the psychological contract and dynamism is complex and intricate
(de Almeida Eichler et al., 2017). As a result, intense instruction about the following
questions will take place:
•

What is the employee psychological contract?

•

Why do we have a psychological contract?

•

Why is the psychological contract important?

•

How is learning about this different from other leadership teachings?
Creating a clear pathway through the phases of the psychological contract roadmap

and the behaviors that are involved by the employee and leaders will provide participants
with an insight that only this model can reveal. The operationalized model identifies goal
setting, feedback, and the role of affect as the critical mechanism to creating a positive or
negative outcome (Rousseau et al., 2018). The participants will walk through what the three
fundamental mechanisms look like in an everyday setting and workplace. Also, scenario
exercises and group table exercises will provide a different form of understanding and
teaching. Most importantly, participants will learn the required behaviors to seek mutual
understanding through ongoing conversations and check-ins for positive management of the
psychological contract.
Participatory Program Series for Leaders - Day Three
Day Three of the training will be a day of exercise and scenario practice. Starting with
a review of all the teachings and, most essential phases of the psychological contract model.
Participants will now have the opportunity to put what they have learned into action. Real-life
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scenarios and situations will be presented to be analyzed and walked through the
psychological contract roadmap. An example exercise during the teaching of the
psychological contract roadmap would take place when learning about the “disturbance,
disruption, breach” stage. This stage is a vital stage to understand as a leader due to its power
to direct an employee to renegotiate the contract or take action to fully repair the contract
with the chance of the contract falling through (Conway & Coyle-Shapiro, 2006; Dabos &
Rousseau, 2013).
One of the exercises, which is identified as “Building Perspectives,” would begin at
individual tables where all table groups will have three minutes to put themselves in place of
the employee and identify as many ways the stage of “disturbance, disruption, breach” might
be or look like from the employee’s perspective. This could be positive or negative (Ex:
downsizing, not receiving the job, receiving the job, a colleague leaving, learning a new
system, etc.). Once time has expired, each table will then be given three additional minutes to
now identify all the ways this stage looks to a Hispanic millennial employee and then another
3 minutes for a millennial employee. The exercise is designed to demonstrate how
challenging it is to speak, feel, and take the place of a group when they do not have
knowledge or experience with the group. The research behind this exercise focuses on the
need for employees and leaders to understand each other’s human emotions, needs, and
expectations that, when synchronized and intact, creates reciprocation followed by positive
behaviors (Meckler et al., 2003). As the final activity for Day Three, all participants will take
time to redo their learning program series skills questionnaire they took at the beginning of
the program series to reassess their knowledge now that they have completed the leadership
program series.
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Implications
In order to have a clear understanding of the Hispanic American, a better
understanding of the different origin and cultural aspects are needed. The classification of the
Hispanic population by the Census Bureau places all Hispanics as a sole group. Although all
Hispanics share the same identification and foundational values such as language, the
importance of family, love of music, there are many differences between the Hispanic
origins. A Cuban American versus a Mexican American or a Venezuelan American versus a
Honduran American all have different traditions, values, and traits specifically from their
place of origin. Research is limited as to what extent the differences amongst the Hispanic
origins impact behavior; or whether the differences are substantial enough to be evident in
everyday actions. Acknowledgment of these differences due to the person’s place of origin
versus assuming all Hispanics are the same when it comes to culture would be something to
consider when working with Hispanic Americans. Understanding the diversity of Hispanics
and the non-monolithic nature of Hispanics is highly recommended (Blancero et al., 2018).
Culture awareness does give perspectives that could enhance management and diversity
leadership skills for leaders and positively influence organizational advancement (Stone et
al., 2006).
Future Research
Future research to enhance the study of Hispanic millennials professionals may focus
on the positive or negative influence the Hispanic population and the individual Hispanic
millennials have on their career and educational advancement success. Preliminary research
has focused on the impact leaders and organizations have in recruiting and retaining Hispanic
millennial professionals. However, it would be valuable also to understand what cultural
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perspectives and family barriers Hispanic millennials are facing. With foundational values
such as family and a collectivistic mindset, future studies may engage in whether Hispanic
parents’ values and the value of familism have a positive or negative influence on the career
advancement of Hispanic millennials. In addition, the research presented focuses on Hispanic
millennial professionals. Future studies may also assess Hispanic millennials of other
industries and professions. Information specifically on industries and occupations would be
extremely beneficial for targeted recruitment and retention efforts. Since the research and
studies on the Hispanic millennial population are minimal, any specific attention will
enhance the understanding and improve recruitment and retention strategies.
When speaking of the psychological contract, researchers have argued whether
psychology principles, which focus on human needs, have been underemphasized,
overlooked, or misreads the core psychological needs relevant in the psychological contract
(Meckler et al., 2003). Researchers’ reasons for removing the concepts of psychological
unconscious needs and personality were due to the inability to show underlying dynamics,
and the concept's measurement became questionable (Meckler et al., 2003). The researcher
dismissing the clinical foundation of human behavior in psychological contract research is
not advised (Meckler et al., 2003). Psychological needs such as ego ideals, dependency, and
how people deal with change are not seen as foundational factors in psychological contract
research (Meckler et al., 2003). More extensive integration of this notion is highly
recommended to maintain the integrity of psychological principles. Although full recognition
for the advancement of the psychological contract research was made, the fundamental
aspect of psychological needs with human growth and development is vital for the complete
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understanding of the psychological contract (Meckler et al., 2003). Placing the principles of
psychology back into the psychological contract is a space for future research.
Final topics for future research would involve the current COVID-19 pandemic and
its influence on the Hispanic millennials and minorities. Also, the impact Hispanic
millennials identified as DACA recipients will have on the future workforce. When it comes
to the millennial generation and COVID-19, research states that millennials are even more
committed to their values and desire to help their communities and workplaces (Deloitte,
2020). Their hope for a workforce where individuals are put before profits will continue to
exceed organizations' expectations (Deloitte, 2020). This optimism is not only shared with
millennials, but Hispanic millennials share this optimism and engagement to be part of the
solution. Therefore, predicting that if organizational leaders, Hispanic millennials, and all
millennials work together, new and innovative methods of working and performing will
emerge because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
More than 700,000 individuals, also known as Dreamers and DACA recipients, are
protected by the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) initiative (Batalova & Fix,
2017). According to the Migration Policy Institute (2017), DACA recipients promise the
workforce and long-term economic growth. Future research around the impact this
population will have on the workforce, and the millennial population is encouraged. With
their Hispanic roots and American values, future studies may reveal whether there are
differences or similarities between DACA recipients and native-born Hispanic Americans in
the workplace. Therefore, due to limited research on both topics (Hispanic millennials and
COVID and Hispanic millennials and DACA recipients), researchers are encouraged to
advance the study of these two critical populations.
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Practitioner Recommendations
Provided are recommendations for practitioners when recruiting and retaining
Hispanic millennial professionals.
•

Encourage the practice and promotion of authenticity and self-identify

•

Family centric policies and benefits are encouraged with strong support allowing
Hispanic millennials to discuss family concerns at work

•

Encourage programs such as mentorship and coaching, support career advancement
and educational resources, and be flexible.

•

Present realistic expectations and obligations at pre and post job placement.

•

Be mindful and monitor perceptions of discrimination and fairness.

•

Have high efforts to establish and/or sustain a genuine diverse environment/culture as
part of organizational effectiveness.

•

Focus on employee needs, priorities, and preferences
Author’s Recommendations
If we observe the larger ten-foot view of the issue concerning the recruitment and

retention of Hispanic millennial professionals, we can deduce that the following areas are
ongoing and valid concerns in achieving organizational effectiveness: (1) ineffective efforts
around authentic diversity & inclusion efforts, (2) lack of integrating cultural traits and
differences in personnel strategies, (3) the disproportion of Hispanics and all minorities in
leadership positions, and (4) hesitation or possible complete disregard by leaders to
personally evolve and bridge the interconnectedness between them and their employees for
maximized performance. It is with these ongoing concerns that presented are the following
recommendations.
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With the workforce’s fast pace and evident diversity shift seen amongst race, age, and
ethnicity combined with the impact of external environmental conditions, leaders find
themselves overwhelmed and only addressing the pressing priorities necessary at that time
(Bialik & Fry, 2019; Blancero et al., 2018; Erickson, 2014; Llopis, 2015). With the different
needs and styles of managing required for today’s diverse workforce, keeping up with the
ongoing changes needed of leaders for effective leadership can be time consuming and
challenging (Sarwono & Bernarto, 2020). Therefore, it is the prime time for a leadership shift
in thinking that supports the leader and the organization's needs but, more importantly,
focuses on the needs of the employees.
The creation of the participatory leadership program series in this ADP adds to a long
list of learning programs dedicated to advancing leadership skills. However, this program
series stresses to its participants that a successful completion depends on the full agreement
of the foundational expectations and their true self-assessment of personal biases and
perspectives. Leaders who do not participate with purposeful self-reflection and a sincere
intention to learn and change will find the learning program to be of no value to them and
their organization. Therefore, it might be possible that the learning program is not for
everyone. However, leaders with the right intentions may begin to restore the concerns
presently impacting their organizations and gain new perspectives while engaging in deep
self-reflection of personal views.
The apprehensions impacting organizational effectiveness revolves around the
leaders’ ability and willingness to be open to recurrent discussions about what inclusion,
cultural differences, and demographic changes occurring in their organizations mean to them
and their employees (Llopis & Eber, 2019; Stone et al., 2006). Uncovering a clear and
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concise perspective of what these key topics represent from all leadership levels may bring
the alignment and understanding required to move forward in creating a safe and comfortable
space of discussion for all members of the organization. A more considerable underlining
barrier occurring when discussing diversity and demographic related topics is the lack of
respect for the many definitions, meanings, and interpretations that vary from individual to
individual. The appreciation for the diversity of thought could lead to individual authenticity
and the realization of our human interdependency (Llopis & Eber, 2019). It is also highly
recommended that leaders recognize and acknowledge that the many standardized leadership
methods of the past and present are no longer effective or beneficial for the organization’s
future personnel, bottom line, and overall success (Blancero et al., 2018; Llopis & Eber 2019;
Llopis, 2015). Leaders today need to be agile and flexible to emerge with the many changing
aspects of the workforce. This shift in beliefs and perspectives may require leaders to think
and behave outside their comfort zone, therefore being that much more challenging.
When addressing concerns about the demographic shift occurring in the workplace,
much of the data, practices, and information provided is not new; and the topic of managing a
complex, diverse work environment has been an ongoing topic for researchers, practitioners,
and leaders. However, what is new is the level of complexity and scale we face in the
workplace that is much greater and no longer a theory but a reality. The changes genuinely
required of leaders will not come from disregarding the concerns but from the ongoing
understanding and knowledge of how to connect and align these concerns at a level that
creates influence, momentum, and success with each employee that leader encounters. Even
more important is a leader’s personal acknowledgment and self-permission to engage and be
willing to have a genuine intention of transformation and shift in thinking (Chevalier &
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Buckles, 2013; Meckler et al., 2003). Asking this of anyone is challenging; however, we
have witnessed that the current COVID-19 pandemic has already forced organizations and
leaders to make monumental transformations. The leaders’ responsibilities in transforming
how to manage the pandemic are and will continue to be pivotal (Deloitte, 2020). As a result
of the current volatile circumstances created by the pandemic, and the continual need for
organizations to assess and reassess strategies, this may be the prime opportunity for
organizational leaders to engage in new knowledge to strengthen relationships with
employees for effective decision making and changes. Overall, leaders are in a paramount
position to create opportunity, influence, and be the catalyst in changing the organization
and, most importantly, serving their employees’ needs.
This project is a business case for leaders to pause, silent the strong bias rhetoric
voices possibly drowning out the opportunities for new and greater possibilities and be open
to new perspectives without fear or hesitation. This ADP encapsulates the broad array of
empirical research and facts integrated with practitioner practices to create understanding and
knowledge about the Hispanic millennial professional by creating a participatory leadership
program series. It is also dedicated to the universal intention and will to change moral and
economic imperatives. The key to advancing Hispanic millennial professionals and other
minority groups is a substantial goal for leaders but a grander goal for society. Moving the
dial will take an all-hands-on-deck approach from leaders, different populations, and
individuals to share this extensive burden. For example, the task should not solely rest on the
leaders of organizations; the Hispanic population must understand the influence and impact
they also play in suppressing or encouraging the opportunities Hispanic millennials have in
the workplace. As for individual Hispanic millennials, they must also understand what they
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need to advance in the workplace, personally, and in their educational attainment to put in the
work, time, and drive to succeed. Lastly, society members such as teachers, counselors,
coaches, friends, and peers also play a large role in positively advancing these individuals.
Together this four-legged table holds up the Hispanic millennial and all millennial minorities
to the level of success that incorporates trust, investment in individuality, excellence,
boldness, support, and hope for future generations of families and workplace leaders.
Therefore, the final question this ADP leaves all leaders is, are you ready to be the first that
steps out of the box to start the momentum of change?
The time for a change and a shift in thinking is now. Today’s work environment has
tremendously transformed due to the change in demographics and the current COVID-19
pandemic. Leaders are left to make challenging and vital decisions that may impact the future
success of the organization. The best method of making informed decisions is with reliable
information and data. This ADP provides substantial amounts of data and research,
practitioner best practices, and a participatory leadership program series (Appendix A) to
equip leaders with the tools required to make informed and well-versed decisions specifically
around Hispanic millennial professionals. Although information and data are different
between Hispanics and other minority populations in the workplace, there are certain
intersections that can be translated to concerns of other minority populations. Overall, the
advancement of Hispanic millennials in the workplace is and will continue to be an important
topic and advocating for the acceptance of individual differences, encouraging new
knowledge, learning, and perspectives and continual self-improvement and self-love.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this project was to acknowledge and create urgency, advocating the
need for change when it comes to effective recruitment and retention strategies for Hispanic
millennial professionals. Through the review of the literature, a three-day leadership
participatory program series for organizational leaders was constructed (Appendix A). The
repositioned frameworks utilized primary models as roadmaps that translate into relevant and
applicable teaching methods for the leadership program series. The facilitation process, seen
in PAR that revolves around self-reflection, experience, and research, informs participants'
intentional learning experience. Therefore, participants will gain a skill set that fosters
inclusivity, diversity of thought, and the understanding of an employee’s psychological
contract to achieve positive organizational outcomes.
This project resulted from the many concerns identified about Hispanics and Hispanic
millennials in the workforce, creating prominent barriers for their advancement into
management/executive occupations and other workplace opportunities (Cruz & Blancero,
2017). The project’s conclusions revealed that leaders who understand the psychological
contract and cultural attributes of the Hispanic millennial professional would inform effective
and positive recruitment and retention strategies. With the competence to effortlessly
confront consistent changing environments, new people, settings, and conditions, Hispanic
millennials passionately believe in advancing their career to achieve the American dream
(Blancero et al., 2018; Manuti et al., 2018; Roman, 2015). Based on the evidence presented
in this project, organizational leaders must take the time and resources to confront these
moral and economic priorities for the organization’s success and advancement of the
prominent Hispanic millennial professional.
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LEADERSHIP
PARTICIPATORY
PROGRAM SERIES

1
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THE PREMISE
This leadership program series is intended to create a shift in
thinking and inform new learning and skills. If you are not in
agreement with the program guidelines, this may now be the
appropriate time to attend this program.

PROGRAM GUIDELINES AND EXPECTATIONS

• Be open and ready to participate in open discussion and self
reflection, as they are key actions in this program
• Open sharing of personal and professional experiences and
perspectives are important, encouraged, and essential
• Holding back your perspective and opportunity to share is not
encouraged
• Be open to intense self-reflection. It is the foundational tool to
fully comprehending and learning from this program series.
• Be mindful and open to recognize personal unconscious biases
and beliefs
• Be respectful to all perspectives, all perspectives hold value
• BE OPEN and LET GO

2
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
• Allow yourself to uncover new and longstanding
perspectives, biases, ideologies, and beliefs that are forming
your leadership actions and behaviors.
• Understand how individual cultural differences can influence
organizational strategies and solve problems that create new
opportunities.
• Gain skills on positively impacting individual employee's
psychological contracts.
• Understand that not all motivational drivers are culture
bound or individually bound.
• Reassure the importance of diversity of thought between
you and your fellow participants.
• Understand and identify and cultural differences CAN drive
individuals' needs/goals and be main motivational factors
for workers.

• Ensure leaders that going on a Diversity and Inclusion frenzy,
is not the best first move.
• Fully understanding of all benefits of participating in this
program senes.

3
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Participatory Leadership Program Series Skills Questionnaire

r

The purpose of this assessment is to collect information about the skills, knowledge, and attitudes of
the participants in the Leadership program series. This questionnaire will be administered before the
beginning of the participatory leadership program series. At the end of the 3-day learning program
the participants will be assessed utilizing another format. All information will be shared in one
report. No individual will be identified during this complete process.

Listed below is a series of topics that have been identified as important skills, competencies, or
knowledge for engaging in this participatory leadership program series. For each topic please assess
your current level of knowledge, skill, or ability and use the scale descriptions.

Present level of Knowledge and Understanding about the following Topics
(Circle Your Answer)
1-----------------------2--------------------------3-------------------------4--------------------------5
No understanding Some understanding
Mastery
Working
Strong
understanding
understanding understanding

Topics

1

2

3

4

5

2. Collectivistic Culture

1

2

3

4

5

3. Personal Implicit Biases

1

2

3

4

5

4. Biculturalism

1

3

4

5

5. Acculturation

1

2

3

4

5

6. Development of personal

1

2

3

4

5

1. Definition of Hispanics according
Census Bureau

leadership vision
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2

7. Psychological Contract

1

2

3

4

5

8. Psychological Contract

1

2

3

4

5

9. Goal Attainment Process

1

2

3

4

5

10. Diversity & Inclusion efforts

1

2

3

4

5

11. Affect Event

1

2

3

4

5

Breach

Present level of Skill or Experience on the following topics {Circle Your Answer)
1-----------------------2--------------------------3----------------------------4-----------------------5
No skill
or experience

Some skill
or experience

Working skill
or experience

Strong skill
or experience

Mastery skill
or experience

Topics
1. Implicit Bias

1

2

3

4

5

2. Providing Continual Feedback

1

2

3

4

5

3. Having Ideas Challenged

1

2

3

4

5

4. Goal Attainment Process

1

2

3

4

5

5. Coaching

1

2

3

4

5

6. Diversity & Inclusion

1

2

3

4

5
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7. Change Management

1

2

3

4

5

8. Check-In Performance

1

2

3

4

5

9. Difficult Conversations

1

2

3

4

5

10. Stress Management

1

2

3

4

5

11. Periodic Assessments with Employees

1

2

3

4

5

Please answer the following questions
What is the reason you are attending this learning program series?

and

What do you hope to learn?

6
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MASCULINITY VS. FEMININITY
A high score (Masculine) on this dimension indicates that the society will be driven by competition, achievement and success, with
success being defined by the winner/best in field – a value system that starts in school and continues throughout organisational
life.
A low score (Feminine) on the dimension means that the dominant values in society are caring for others and quality of life. A Feminine society is one where quality of life is the sign of success and standing out from the crowd is not admirable. The fundamental
issue here is what motivates people, wanting to be the best (Masculine) or liking what you do (Feminine).
Mexico scores 69 on this dimension and is thus a Masculine society. In Masculine countries people “live in order to work”, managers are expected to be decisive and assertive, the emphasis is on equity, competition and performance and conflicts are resolved
by fighting them out.

UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE INDEX
The dimension Uncertainty Avoidance has to do with the way that a society deals with the fact that the future can never be known:
should we try to control the future or just let it happen? This ambiguity brings with it anxiety and different cultures have learnt to
deal with this anxiety in different ways. The extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by ambiguous or unknown
situations and have created beliefs and institutions that try to avoid these is reflected in the score on Uncertainty Avoidance.
Mexico scores 82 on this dimension and thus has a very high preference for avoiding uncertainty. Countries exhibiting high Uncertainty Avoidance maintain rigid codes of belief and behaviors and are intolerant of unorthodox behaviors and ideas. In these
cultures there is an emotional need for rules (even if the rules never seem to work) time is money, people have an inner urge to be
busy and work hard, precision and punctuality are the norm, innovation may be resisted, security is an important element in individual motivation.

LONG TERM VS. SHORT TERM ORIENTATION
This dimension describes how every society has to maintain some links with its own past while dealing with the challenges of the
present and future, and societies priorities these two existential goals differently. Normative societies. which score low on this dimension, for example, prefer to maintain time-honored traditions and norms while viewing societal change with suspicion. Those
with a culture which scores high, on the other hand, take a more pragmatic approach: they encourage thrift and efforts in modern
education as a way to prepare for the future.
The relatively low score of 24 means that the Mexican culture is normative. People in such societies have a strong concern with
establishing the absolute Truth; they are normative in their thinking. They exhibit great respect for traditions, a relatively small
propensity to save for the future, and a focus on achieving quick results.

INDULGENCE VS. RESTRAINT
One challenge that confronts humanity, now and in the past, is the degree to which small children are socialized. Without socialization we do not become “human”. This dimension is defined as the extent to which people try to control their desires and impulses,
based on the way they were raised. Relatively weak control is called “Indulgence” and relatively strong control is called “Restraint”.
Cultures can, therefore, be described as Indulgent or Restrained.
With a very high score of 97, Mexican culture has a definite tendency toward Indulgence. People in societies classified by a high
score in Indulgence generally exhibit a willingness to realize their impulses and desires with regard to enjoying life and having fun.
They possess a positive attitude and have a tendency towards optimism. In addition, they place a higher degree of importance on
leisure time, act as they please and spend money as they wish.

Hofstede Insights (n.d.). Hofstede Insights. https://www.hofstede-insights.com/
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Organization/Individual Cultural Model
Demographic
Changes

(Growing millennial

Growing Hispanic

population

population

Brings Obligations and Responsibilities to both parties (Organizations & Hispanic Millennials)

Hispanic Individual Obligations

Business Obligations
Effective in

Diversity & Inclusion

Lack of
Diversity & Inclusion

No employee discrimination
Reduced Turnover
Increased engagement
Better organizational brand
Increased productivity

Discrimination
Micro-Inequalities
Less engagement
Less productivity
Higher turnover
Poor Organizational brand

Positive
Management
of PC

Negative
Management
of PC

l

Knowledge &

Awareness of

Hispanic Millennial

I

I

I

I

I

Hispanic

Millennial

Yes

]

Confident

Feel Isolate

Disconnect with
organization
Unmotivated
Disengaged

Diverse

,--------,

, Results In ,

Engaged

Disconnect with

Motivated

Hispanic

Millennial

Engaged Hispani�
Millennial Worker
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I \

Embraces
American &
Country of Origin
Culture

Hispanic Millennial

I

Engagement with

Bi-cultural Identity

Awareness of

I

Enculturation

Embraces

Knowledge &

,--------,
Increased

Acculturation J

I

I

• Results In ,

[

Hispanic
Millennial
Worker Leaves

(
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PROGRAM SERIES
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SELF-ASSESSMENT
Section 1- Current Mindset
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

What does Diversity & Inclusion mean to you?
Does your definition mirror the culture of your organization?
Does discussion about the topic of diversity and demographics take
place regularly within your organization and with your leaders?
Is the topic of demographic changes an organizational priority or a
one-time discussion?
Do you and your leadership share new ideas and initiatives to
improve the recruitment and retention efforts for Hispanic
millennials?
Do you encourage all team members to share new ideas and
initiatives to improve the recruitment and retention efforts for
Hispanic millennials?
Have you and your leadership incorporated any of these topics
presented in this self-assessment in team meetings?

Section 2 - Psychological Contract Mindset
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Do you regularly sit with leaders and employees and coach them
through problems, ideas, and opportunities they are seeing or
experiencing?
Do you show your employees respect by listening to them and
creating understanding or is recognition for their results more
important?
Do you speak to your leaders and employees about your own
beliefs and goals?
Do you know your leaders and their people beyond job function,
title, who they report to, and salary?
Do you know your leaders and employees as individuals their
values, beliefs, passions, perspectives, and experiences?
If your ideas were challenged by anyone, even frontline
employees, would you be open to their feedback?
11
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Employee Psychological Contract Roadmap
Before

Creation Phase
It Starts In Me
A New Terrain

Throughout

Maintenance Phase
Stabilization
All In Alignment

Renegotiation

Disturbance

Spectrum of
Concern

Breach

Disruption

Repair
Alert! Alert!
Do You Hear
Me?

Speed I s Key

Speed Is Key

Following
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Affect Activation Grid
High Activation Feelings Moderate Low Activation Feelings
Positive
Affect
Activation

Excitement / Eagerness

Relaxed
Contentment

Contentment = The ideal
position for employees that
creates consistent progress
toward goal achievement with
no further evaluation or action

High Activation Feelings

Low Activation Feelings

Distressed

Gloomy

Negative
Affect
Activation

High Activation Feelings with Positive or
Negative Affect Activation
EQUALS
Motivate goal-oriented thoughts and actions,
more than Low Activation Feelings

HOWEVER
Contentment is the best position for
highly effective employee results
13
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SCENARIO EXERCISE
BUILDING PERSPECTIVES
Set up: All participants will be working with and at their individual tables
Instructions: Round 1 - Each table will have 3 minutes to put themselves in place

of the everyday employee and identify as many ways as possible the stage of
"disturbance, disruption, breach" might be or look like from that employee's
perspective.

This could be positive or negative (Ex: downsizing, not receiving the job, receiving
the job, a colleague leaving, learning a new system, broken promises, etc.).
Once time has expired each table will go to the next round.
Round 2 - Each table will have another 3 minutes to put themselves in the place
of a Hispanic millennial employee and identify as many ways as possible the stage
of "disturbance, disruption, breach" might be or look like from the Hispanic
millennial employee's perspective. Once time has expired each table will go to
the next round.
Round 3 - Each table will have another 3 minutes to now identify all the ways this
state looks like to a millennial employee. Once time has expired all tables will
now share their outcome one by one to the class.
Purpose: The exercise is designed to see which table can identify with all three

employee perspectives when it comes to the stage of "disturbance, disruption,
breach".

Follow up Questions:

1. How challenging was this exercise?
2. What surprised you the most about this exercise?
3. What learning did you gain from this exercise?

Copyright2020PatriciaDelgado
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U.S. Census Bureau Data Recap
2019 Total U.S. Population by Race

2

Comparison of 2019 and 2040 Total U.S. Population by Race

3

2019 Total U.S. Millennial Cohort by Race

4

2019 Total U.S. Population by Generation Cohorts

5

Comparison of 2019 and 2040 Total U.S. Population by Generation Cohorts

6

2019 Total U.S. Hispanic Population by Origin

7

2019 Total U.S. Hispanic Millennial Population by Origin

8

2019 Total U.S. Hispanic Population by Generation Cohorts

9

Comparison of 2019 Total U.S. Population and Total U.S. Hispanic Population of
Millennial and Younger

10

Top 10 States with Highest Hispanic, Mexican, or Puerto Rican Population

11

Top 10 States with Highest Hispanic Population By Race

12-13

Concluding Points

14

Definitions
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2019 Total U.S. Population by Race
Figure 1.0
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According to the 2019 Census Current Population Survey (CPS), Figure 1.0 demonstrates the percentage of
the total U.S. population by race. As indicated in the chart, there is a large majority of the U.S. population
who identifies as White (61%). However, it is important to note that a significant part of the 39% non-white
population is made of Hispanics thereby making Hispanics the largest minority population.
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2

Comparison of Total U.S. Population by Race
2019 and 2040
Figure 2.0
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According to the 2019 Census Current Population Survey (CPS), Figure 2.0 illustrates the percentage of the total U.S.
population by race. As indicated in the chart, the majority of the population consists of 61% White alone. Yet, Hispanics still make up the majority of minorities (Hispanics, Black, and Asian alone). This demonstrates the Hispanics’ potential population growth.
Figure 2.1
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According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2017 National Population Projections, Figure 2.1 illustrates the projected percentage of the total U.S. population by race for 2040. This displays the growth of the U.S. Hispanic Population to 25%,
while the percentage of U.S. White Alone decreases to 54%. Overall the makeup of White alone to Hispanic, Black,
and Asian combine become more evenly dispersed. The Hispanic population also impressively grows by 6% from 2019
with an approximate 27,520 increase in number. Black population does not displays a large change from 2019 to
3
2040 due to slow growth of population.
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2019 Total U.S. Millennial Cohort by Race
Figure 3.0
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According to the 2019 Census Current Population Survey (CPS), Figure 3.0 illustrates the percentage of the total U.S.
Millennial population by race. As indicated in the chart, the majority of the population consists of 57% Whites. In
comparison to the total U.S. population by race, the minority population is greater in this chart. In addition, Hispanics
also make up a large majority of minority Millennials (22%). This further illustrates how young the U.S. Hispanic population is, and the potential growth of the Hispanic Population.

4
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2019 Total U.S. Population by Generation Cohorts

Figure 4.0
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According to the U.S. Census Bureau 2017 National Populations Projections, Figure 4.0 illustrates the percentage of
the total U.S. population by generation cohorts. As indicated in the chart, the majority of the population consists of
Millennials ages 23-38 (22.1%) just surpassing Baby Boomers ages 55-73 (21.9%). In comparison to the total Hispanic
Population, the total U.S. population is relatively older. This demonstrates the age advantage of the Hispanic Population in comparison to the general U.S. population.
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Comparison of U.S. Total Population by Generation
Cohorts 2019 and 2040
Figure 5.0
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According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2017 National Populations Projections, Figure 5.0 illustrates the percentage of
the total U.S. total population by generation. As indicated in the chart, a large percentage of the population consists
of 22.1% Millennials and 21.9% Baby Boomers. Millennials just surpassing Baby Boomers. However, Gen Z also makes
up a considerable amount of the population being 20.4%. *Generation Alpha (0-6) is not displayed, however, they
make up a little over 7.1% of the population
Figure 5.1
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According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2017 National Population Projections, Figure 5.1 illustrates the percentage of
the total U.S. Population by Generation cohort in 2040. Although the percentages for Millennials remain consistent
over the next 20 years, there is a growth by Gen Alpha of 11%. Gen Z’s population grows approximately by 9 million
people. *Generation Beta (0-17) and the Silent Generation (95-100) are not displayed however, Generation Beta (0-17)
makes up about 20.6% of the population and the Silent Generation makes up about 0.4% of the population.
6
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2019 Total U.S. Hispanic Population by Origin
Figure 6.0
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According to the 2019 Census Current Population Survey (CPS), Figure 6.0 illustrates the percentage of the total U.S.
Hispanic population by national origin. As indicated in the chart, there is a large majority of the Hispanic population
consisting of 62% Mexicans. However, it is important to note that although Mexicans makeup the greatest population
of Hispanics, 38% of Hispanics are made up of various nationalities especially Puerto Rican and Central American nationalities.
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2019 Total U.S. Hispanic
Millennial Population by Origin
Figure 7.0
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According to the 2019 Census Current Population Survey (CPS), Figure 7.0 illustrates the percentage of the total U.S.
Hispanic Millennial population by national origin. Similar to Figure 2.0, there is a large majority of the Hispanic population consisting of 62% Mexicans. However, it is important to note that although Mexicans makeup the greatest population of Hispanics Millennials, 38% of Hispanics are made up of various nationalities especially Central American
nationalities (11%).
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2019 Total U.S. Hispanic Population by
Generation Cohorts
Figure 8.0
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According to the 2019 Census Current Population Survey (CPS), Figure 8.0 illustrates the percentage of the total
U.S. Hispanic population by generation. As indicated in the chart, the majority of the Hispanic population consists
of Generation Z ages 7–22, (28%) and Millennials ages 23–38, (25%). In combination, Generation Z and Millennials
makeup 53% percent of the U.S. Hispanic Population. This demonstrates that the overall age of the Hispanic Population is relatively young.

9
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Comparison of 2019 Total U.S. Population and
Total U.S. Hispanic Population of
Millennial and Younger
Figure 9.0

Total of Millennial and Gen Z
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According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2017 National Populations Projections, Figure 9.0 illustrates the percentage of
the total U.S. total population by generation cohorts. As indicated in the chart, a large percentage of the population
consists of 21.9% Baby Boomers and 22.1% Millennials. However, Gen Z also makes up a considerable amount of the
population being 20.4%. *Generation Alpha (0-6) is not displayed, however, they make up a little over 8.6% of the population and were part of totals.
Figure 9.1

Total of Millennial and Gen Z
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According to the 2019 Census Current Population Survey (CPS), Figure 9.1 illustrates the percentage of the total U.S.
Hispanic population by Generation cohort. In comparison to Figure 9.0, the 51.7% of the population consists of 27.2%
Gen Z and 24.5% Millennials. This displays the youth of the U.S. Hispanics population, and the impact they make as the
future and current workforce. *Generation Alpha (0-6) is not displayed, however, they make up a little over 10% of the
population and were part of the totals.
10
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Top 10 States with Highest Hispanic, Mexican, and
Puerto Rican Population
Figure 10.0

According to the 2019 American Community
Survey (ACS), the Figure 10.1 shows the top 10
states with a large Mexican population.. As
indicated, there is a wide variation of percentages of individuals with Mexican descent.
However, the state with the highest Mexican
population is Texas with an overwhelming
33.3% of their state population.

Figure 10.2
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Figure 10.1
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According to the 2019 American Community
Survey (ACS), the Figure 10 shows the top 10
states with a large Hispanic population, excluding the territory of Puerto Rico. As indicated, there is a wide variation of percentages of
individuals who identify as Hispanic. However,
the state with the highest Hispanic population
is New Mexico with an overwhelming 49.3% of
their state population.

©2020PatriciaDelgado

According to the 2019 American Community
Survey (ACS), the Figure 10.2 shows the top 10
states with a large Puerto Rican population. As
indicated, there is a wide variation of percentages of individuals with Puerto Rican descent.
However, excluding the territory of Puerto
Rico which is made up of 95.2% Puerto Ricans, the state with the highest Puerto Rican
population is Connecticut with 8.5% of their
state population.

Top 10 States with Highest Hispanic Population
The following figures are placed in the order of the top ten states with the highest population of Hispanics from largest
to smallest. (New Mexico being number one, Illinois being number ten).

State Ranked #1

State Ranked #2
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State Ranked #3

State Ranked #4
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State Ranked #5
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Top 10 States with Highest Hispanic Population
The following figures are placed in the order of the top ten states with the highest population of Hispanics from largest
to smallest. (New Mexico being number one, Illinois being number ten).

State Ranked #6

State Ranked #7
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State Ranked #8

State Ranked #9
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State Ranked #10
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Concluding Points
1) The power Mexicans have in the Hispanic population.
According to the 2019 CPS, Mexicans makeup 62% of the total Hispanic population in the U.S. Although
Hispanics are made up of various nationalities, the majority of Hispanics in the U.S. are Mexicans. Therefore, industries should take into consideration Mexican culture and customs to better attract the majority of the Hispanic community

2) The power of the Hispanic community in the northwest and southwest part of the U.S.
According to the 2019 ACS, Hispanics makeup the majority or a significant portion of the population in
New Mexico (55%), Texas (41%), California (41%), Arizona (34%), and Nevada (31%). While considering
this region's history, being part of Mexico until 1848, this area of the U.S. indicates places in which organization can attracted large sectors of the Hispanic community

3) Growth of Minority/People of Color from 2019 to 2040.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau's 2017 National Projections, in 2019 Hispanics, Black Alone, and
Asian Alone make up about 38% of the total U.S. population. However, they estimate that this population in 2040 will consist of about 46% of the total U.S. population.

4) Youth of Hispanic Population.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau's 2017 National Projections, in 2019 the U.S. Hispanic population
under the age of 38 consists of about 64% of the total Hispanic population. They estimate that in 2040,
Hispanics under 43 will consist of about 63%. Although the percentage over 20 years does not change, it
demonstrates that the population of the U.S. Hispanics will continue to stay young.

5) Growth of the Hispanic population from 2019 to 2040.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau's 2017 National Projections, in 2019 Hispanics makeup 19% of the
total U.S. population. The estimate that in 2040, Hispanics will grow to 24.5% of the total U.S. population. This implies not only the power Hispanics will have overall in the future, but that they will continue
to be a younger population in comparison to the overall U.S. population. Thus, it is evident that people
of color will continue to have a great influence in the U.S. as the population itself grows.

14
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Definitions
Generational identification: The Pew Research Center’s generational guidelines are Generation Z, ages 7–
22 years; millennials, ages 23–38 years; Generation X, ages 39–54 years; baby boomers, ages 55–73 years,
silent generation, ages 74–91 years (Dimock, 2019).
Hispanic millennial: A bilingual, bicultural population segment made up of millennial traits and Hispanic
culture values, predominantly born in the United States (Blancero et al., 2018).
Hispanic/Latino: “Hispanic or Latino ethnicity. This term refers to people who identify as being of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin. These individuals are further classified by detailed Hispanic ethnicity. Previous
versions of this report presented data for the following detailed Hispanic ethnicity categories: Mexican,
Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central and South American, and Other Hispanic or Latino. The latter two categories
were expanded in 2014 into additional categories: Central American, which includes the two subcategories of Salvadoran and Other Central American (excluding Salvadorans); South American; and Other Hispanic or Latino, which includes the two subcategories of Dominican and Other Hispanic or Latino
(excluding Dominicans). People whose ethnicity is identified as Hispanic or Latino may be of any
race” (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2019, p. 79-80).
Race: Responses to the race question are based upon self-identification. People can identify with more
than one race. Racial data collected by the Census Bureau is in accordance with guidelines provided by
the OMB. Racial categories include racial and national origin or sociocultural groups. Per the OMB, there
are five minimum categories: White, Black or African American, American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian,
and Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.-b).
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U.S. Hispanics by Generation
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U.S. Millennials by Race
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U.S. Hispanics by Generation
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U.S. Millennials by Race
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U.S Hispanics by Generation
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U.S. Millennials by Race
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2019 U.S. Occupation Composition by Race
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Description/Abstract
The data from this study is obtained from the 2019 Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey. Before viewing the following figures and subjects, please read the definitions of the concepts below to
gain a better understanding of the labeling and calculation processes of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).
The figures display data based on Labor Statistics’ definition of the labor force, participation rate, and employment population ratio. These subjects also detail the Labor Statistics’ definitions of the civilian noninstitutional population and employed population.

Civilian noninstitutional population
The composition of labor forces depicted and described in this study is in reference the BLS civilian noninstitutional population. As cited from the BLS website, “The civilian noninstitutional population age 16 and older is the base population group, or universe, used for Current Population Survey (CPS) statistics published by
BLS. The civilian noninstitutional population excludes the following:
- active duty members of the U.S. Armed Forces
- people confined to, or living in, institutions or facilities such as
- prisons, jails, and other correctional institutions and detention centers
- residential care facilities such as skilled nursing homes
Included in the civilian noninstitutional population are citizens of foreign countries who reside in the United
States but do not live on the premises of an embassy”. Thus, the civilian noninstitutional population consists
of those working and not working. Simply, this encompasses the entire population because it reflects those
who are unemployed, employed, and not in the labor force. This study focuses on the civilian noninstitutional population to calculate the composition of the labor force because it is used by BLS to calculate the
participation rate and the employment population ratio. By emphasizing the civilian noninstitutional population, the study remains consistent with the BLS data and avoids misconstruing the information provided
from the BLS website.

Civilian labor force, or labor force
As stated from the BLS website, the civilian labor force is defined as the following: “The labor force includes
all people age 16 and older who are classified as either employed and unemployed. Conceptually, the labor
force level is the number of people who are either working or actively (employed) looking for work
(unemployed)”. Although BLS defines this as the labor force, it only encompasses a limited part of the population. As described by BLS, the labor force is only composed of those working, absent from job (vacation, ill,
etc.), on layoff awaiting recall, and actively looking (last 4 weeks) & available for work.
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Description/Abstract
Labor force participation rate, or participation rate
As noted from the BLS website, “The labor force participation rate represents the number of people in
the labor force as a percentage of the civilian noninstitutional population. In other words, the participation
rate is the percentage of the population that is either working or actively looking for work. The labor force
participation rate is calculated as: (Labor Force ÷ Civilian Noninstitutional Population) x 100”. This study lists
direct calculations from the Current Population Survey, as well as calculations that were formed from distributing this formula across multiple categories. For example, this study lists the participation rate of Hispanics by Generation by using various tables from the BLS website and the formula listed above.

Employed
As cited from the BLS website the employed population is classified as: “In the Current Population Survey
(CPS), people are classified as employed if, during the survey reference week, they meet any of the following criteria: 1) worked at least 1 hour as a paid employee; 2) worked at least 1 hour in their own business,
profession, trade, or farm; 3) were temporarily absent from their job, business, or farm, whether or not
they were paid for the time off; 4) worked without pay for a minimum of 15 hours in a business or farm
owned by a member of their family (see unpaid family workers)
For criteria 1 and 2, the work must be for pay or profit; that is, the individual receives a wage or salary,
profits or fees, or payment in kind (such as housing, meals, or supplies received in place of cash wages). For
the self-employed, this includes those who intended to earn a profit but whose business or farm produced a
loss. Each employed person is counted only once in aggregate employment statistics from the CPS, even if
they hold more than one job.
The following are not considered employment in the CPS:
- volunteer work, unpaid internships
- unpaid training programs
- training programs not sponsored by an employer, even if the trainee receives a public assistance payment
for attending
- National Guard or Reserve duty (weekend or summer training)
- ownership in a business or farm solely for investment purposes, with no participation in its management
or operation
- jury duty
- work around one's home such as cleaning, painting, repairing, or other housework or home improvement
project”.
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Description/Abstract
The employed definition from the BLS website explicitly listed which sections of the population they classify
as employed versus unemployed. Although it is not depicted nor discussed in specific figures in this study,
the way BLS classifies those who are employed is pertinent to the employment population ratio.

Employment population ratio
As classified in the BLS website, “The employment-population ratio represents the number
of employed people as a percentage of the civilian noninstitutional population. In other words, it is the percentage of the population that is currently working. The employment-population ratio is calculated as:
(Employed ÷ Civilian Noninstitutional Population) x 100”. Similar to the formula of the Labor Force Participation Rate, the formula for the employment population ratio uses the civilian noninstitutional population to
calculate these percentages.

References:
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2020a, June 19). Labor force statistics from the Current Population Survey.
Concepts and definitions. https://www.bls.gov/cps/definitions.htm#population

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. (2020b, January 20). Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey (CPS). CPS Tables. https://www.bls.gov/cps/tables.htm#empstat

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. (2020c, May 5). Labor force statistics from the Current Population Survey
(CPS). Demographics. race and Hispanic ethnicity. https://www.bls.gov/cps/demographics.htm
Compiled with help from: Melissa Avila
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Composition of U.S. Population by Race

Figure 1.0
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According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure 1.0 demonstrates the percentage of the composition of the total U.S. labor force (also known as the civilian noninstitutional population ) by race. In order to provide
an accurate representation of the labor composition the following equation was utilized: dividing the total civilian
noninstitutional population of a single race by the total U.S. civilian noninstitutional population. As of 2019 there
were 259 million civilian noninstitutional population workers in the U.S.
As depicted in Figure 1.0, the White Alone population makes up 77.49% of the U.S. work force. The Hispanic population has the second highest percentage with 16.79%, while the Black Alone population has 12.75%. The Asian Alone
population makes up the least of the labor force with 6.31%. Although Hispanics make up less than a quarter of the
total U.S. labor force, Hispanics are the highest percentage of people of color in the labor force.
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Composition of U.S. Hispanics by Generation

Figure 2.0
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According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure 2.0 demonstrates the percentage of the composition of the total U.S. labor force (also known as the civilian noninstitutional population) by Hispanic Generations. In
order to provide an accurate representation of the labor composition, the following equation was utilized: dividing
the total civilian noninstitutional population of a Hispanics by the total U.S. civilian noninstitutional population of Hispanic generations. Thus, we used the total U.S Hispanic civilian noninstitutional population number and distributed
across ages of both sexes in the work force.
As depicted in Figure 2.0, Hispanic Millennials and Hispanic Generation X Population makeup over 50% of the total
Hispanic labor force with Millennials consisting of 33.80% and Gen X Population with 28.18%. Baby Boomers consist
of 18.34% of the Hispanic work force, and the Gen Z population makes up 15.73% of the work force. The Silent Generation Population has the least make up, consisting of only 3.95% of the entire Hispanic labor force. Through this figure, we see the importance of the Millennial and Gen X population in the U.S. labor force and economy.
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Composition of U.S. Millennials by Race

Figure 3.0
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According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure 3.0 demonstrates the percentage of the composition of the total U.S. labor force (also known as the civilian noninstitutional population) by Millennials. In order to provide an accurate representation of the labor composition, the following equation was utilized: dividing the total civilian noninstitutional population of a single race by the total U.S. civilian noninstitutional population of millenials. Thus,
we used the total U.S civilian noninstitutional population of a single race number and distributed across ages of both
sexes in the work force.
As illustrated in Figure 3.0, the White Alone Millennial population consists of 19.79% of the U.S. labor force. This
makes sense as Figure 1.0 shows that the total White Alone population is 77.49% of the total U.S. labor force. On the
other hand, Hispanic Millennials make up 5.67% of the total U.S. work force, while Black Alone and Asian Alone combined consist of 5.88% of the total U.S. work force. This shows that Hispanics once again show that are the largest
percentage of people of color in the total labor force.
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Participation Rate of U.S. Population by Race

Figure 4.0
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According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure 4.0 demonstrates the percentage labor force participation rate or participation rate by race. As stated in the BLS website, labor force participation rate of participation
rate is calculated with the following formula: Labor force divided by Civilian noninstitutional population, multiplied by
one hundred.
Thus, the total U.S. population labor force participation rate is 63.1%. Considering this, the Hispanic population is
higher than the total participation rate with 66.8%, while the White Alone, Black Alone, and Asian Alone remain at
similar percentages. The White Alone participation rate is 63.0%, the Black Alone participation rate is 62.5%, and the
Asian Alone participation rate follows the Hispanic rate with 64.0%. Thus, Figure 4.0 presents how vital the Hispanic
population is to the U.S. labor force and economy because they have the greatest participation rate among all other
races, and even higher than the national labor force participation rate.
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Participation Rate of U.S. Hispanics by Generation
Figure 5.0
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According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure 5.0 demonstrates the percentage of the Hispanic
labor force participation rate by generation. As stated in the BLS website, labor force participation rate or participation rate is calculated with the following formula: Labor force divided by Civilian noninstitutional population, multiplied by one hundred.
Therefore, we used this formula and distributed among ages of both sexes. Thus, the total Hispanic labor force participation rate is 66.8%. Considering this total, both the Generation X and Millennial populations have similar participation rates where the Gen X population has 79.8% participation rate and Millennials have a 79.5% participation rate.
Baby Boomers follow with a 50.9% participation rate, and the Gen Z population has a 49.2% participation rate. The
Silent Generation has the lowest participation rate with only 9.4%. These percentages correlate with the percentage
of the total Hispanic population and Hispanic population by Generation in the U.S. Similar to Figure 2.0, Gen X and
Millennials have the greatest influence and importance on the Hispanic labor force. This is further illustrated in Figure
6.0 because both of these generations have the highest labor force participation rates, even higher than the total Hispanic rate.
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Participation Rate of U.S. Millennials by Race
Figure 6.0
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According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure 6.0 demonstrates the percentage of the U.S. labor
force participation rate by Millennials. As stated in the BLS website, labor force participation rate or participation rate
is calculated with the following formula: Labor force divided by Civilian noninstitutional population, multiplied by one
hundred.
Therefore, we used this formula and distributed among ages of both sexes. Thus, the total U.S. Millennials labor force
participation rate is 70.0%. Considering this total, the White Alone Millennial population has a 82.7% participation
rate, while Hispanic Millennials follow with a 79.5% participation rate. The Black Alone Millennial population has a
79.4% participation rate, and Asian Alone Millennials have a 76.2% participation rate. In this case, White Alone Millennials have the highest participation rate of all Millennials by race. However Hispanic and Black Millennials are not too
far behind the participation rate of White Alone Millennials.
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Employment Population Ratio of U.S. Population by
Race
Figure 7.0

According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure 7.0 demonstrates the percentage of the U.S. employment population ratio by race. As stated in the BLS website, the employment population ratio is calculated with
the following formula: Number of employed divided by Civilian noninstitutional population, multiplied by one hundred. Hence the total U.S. employment population ratio is 60.8%. Taking into consideration this total, the Hispanic
population has an employment population ratio of 63.9%. The Asian Alone population have a 62.3% employment
population ratio. The White Alone population follows with a 61.0% employment population ratio, and the Black Alone
population have a 58.7%. In this case, Hispanics have the highest employment population ratio in Figure 8.0, which
exceeds the total U.S. employment population ratio.
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Employment Population Ratio of U.S. Hispanics by
Generation
Figure 8.0
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According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure 8.0 demonstrates the percentage of the U.S. employment population ratio by Hispanic generations. As stated in the BLS website, the employment population ratio
represents the number of the current population that is employed as a percentage of the civilian noninstitutional
population. It is calculated with the following formula: Number of employed divided by Civilian noninstitutional population, multiplied by one hundred.
The total U.S. Hispanic employment population ratio is 63.9%. This total compares to the following divisions of Hispanics by age where the Generation X (77.4%) and Millennial Population (76.2%) together have a large percentage of
employment population ratio. Baby Boomers have an employment population ratio of 49.2%, while the Generation Z
population has a 44.3% population ratio. The Silent Generation has a very low population ratio which falls at 9.0%. As
shown in Figure 5.0, Generation X and Millennials not only consist of the majority of the composition of the labor
force among Hispanics, these generations also have high participation rates and employment population ratios.
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Employment Population Ratio of U.S. Millennials by
Race
Figure 9.0
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According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure 9.0 demonstrates the percentage of the U.S. Millennial employment population ratio by race. As stated in the BLS website, the employment population ratio represents
the number of the current population that is employed as a percentage of the civilian noninstitutional population. It is
calculated with the following formula: Number of employed divided by Civilian noninstitutional population, multiplied
by one hundred.
We distributed this formula across ages among both sexes. The total U.S. Millennial employment population ratio is
67.3%. The White Alone population has the highest ratio being 79.9%. Hispanic Millennials follow the White Alone
population with a 76.2% employment population ratio. While the Black Alone and Asian Alone have similar employment population ratios. The Black Alone population has a 74.3% employment population ratio, and Asian Alone population has a 74.0% employment population ratio.
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2019 U.S. Occupation Composition by Race
According to the 2019 Bureau of
Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure
9.0 demonstrates the percentage
of the composition of Management, Professional, and Related
Occupations in the U.S. by race.
The White Alone population has
the highest make up in this occupation with 79.9%. Whereas, Hispanics have a 10.1% composition.

Figure 10.0
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According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure 9.1
demonstrates the percentage of the
composition of those in Service Occupations in the U.S. by race. The
White Alone population has the
highest make up in this occupation
with 72.2%. Hispanics have a 25.0%
composition.

Figure 10.1
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Figure 10.2

According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure 9.2
demonstrates the percentage of the
composition of those in Sales and
Office Occupations in the U.S. by
race. The White Alone population
has the highest make up in this occupation with 78.1%. Hispanics, have
the second highest percentage
with17.1%.
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2019 U.S. Occupation Composition by Race

Figure 10.3

According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS), Figure 9.3
demonstrates the percentage of the
composition of those in Natural Resources, Construction, and Maintenance Occupations in the U.S. by
race. The White Alone population has
the highest make up in this occupation with 86.2%. Hispanics, have the
second highest percentage with
31.9%.
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According to the 2019 Bureau of Labor Figure 10.4
and Statistics (BLS), Figure 9.4 demonstrates the percentage of the composition of those in Production, Transportation, and Material Moving Occupations
in the U.S. by race. The White Alone
population has the highest make up in
this occupation with 74.2%. Hispanics,
have the second highest percentage
with 23.0%.
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